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From the CEO
Leadership Grammar:

“We” Before “I”
Except Before “See”
One never forgets that old grammar school rhyme: “I” before
“E” except after “C.” When it comes to leadership, we might
give it a twist: “WE” before “I” except before “SEE.” That’s the
Growing up in a small town in Kansas, I
can vividly remember playing baseball in an
empty lot one hot summer day, when one of
my friends pulverized the ball — a towering
shot high in the air. The ball kept sailing then
disappeared against the Kansas twilight. Suddenly there was a reverberating crash followed
by alarm bells. The ball had shattered the windows of Stan’s hardware store. Everybody scattered, not wanting to get caught, except for
two of us. It’s not that we were more virtuous
than the others; we were just too scared to
move! Stan bolted out of the store. When a
police officer stopped to see what was going
on, we explained what happened. Instead of
reporting us for breaking the window, Stan
turned to the police officer and said, “These
boys need a baseball field.”
Petrified, I asked Stan if he was going to
tell my dad about the window. Stan smiled
kindly, patted me on the shoulder, and whispered, “Son, that destiny must be your own.”
With that, he turned and walked away. True
to his word, Stan led the drive to build that
baseball field, getting everybody involved,
from police and firemen to parents and kids.
I didn’t realize it at the time, but Stan demonstrated WE leadership.
Enlightened leaders speak from the “WE”

perspective, not “I.” And, not as in the “royal
we.” The “corporate we” reflects the fact that
leaders do not speak simply for themselves,
rather they speak for the organizations they
serve and positions they occupy. At Korn/Ferry,
given the nature of our business, we are fortunate to be able to work with the outliers of
achievement, helping them build great organizations and teams. Over the years, we have
developed sophisticated tools to assess leadership ability. There is a method, however, that
everyone can use — The Me-O-Meter: Listen
to so-called leaders speak — if “I,” “ME” and
“MY” are used (versus “WE,” “US” and “OUR”)
more than once in 15 minutes, they are egotists not selfless leaders.
“I” does, however, need to come before
“WE” when it precedes “SEE.” Letting others
know that the leader truly does see them and
deeply values what they do — I see your efforts. …
I see the difference you make every day…
Being seen is a powerful motivator. Consider the experiment conducted by researchers
at Western Electric’s Hawthorne plant in Chicago in 1924 to study the influence of environmental variables on worker productivity. Employees were divided into a test group who
received environmental changes to their work
area, such as different amounts of lighting, and

David Strick

rule of “WE” leadership.

T h e K o r n / F e r r y I n s tit u t e

a control group who were observed, but did
not experience any changes to their environment. Researchers found that the test group
did, indeed, have increased productivity with
more light — but so did the control group. The
reason? The attention paid by the researchers
increased the output by both groups.
The opposite — leaders who are anchored
in themselves, only concerned with being
right, but not doing the right thing. The Wall
Street Journal recently profiled three economists who collected samples of speeches from
press interviews and analyst calls with CEOs
of acquiring and target companies involved
in M&A deal attempts in the mid-2000s. The
economists tallied up the number of times
these CEOs used I, ME and MY versus WE, US
and OUR. The higher the proportion of singular first-person pronouns used, the more narcissistic the CEO. When narcissistic CEOs
were in charge of either a target or an acquiring company, there was less likelihood that a
deal would be completed.
The moral of this story is clear: ineffective
leadership is not knowing anything about
everything; effective leadership is acknowledging what you don’t know. Ineffective leadership
starts with “I”; effective leadership starts with
“WE,” except when noticing and recognizing
others.
In this issue of Briefings, we profile several
individuals with exemplary “WE” leadership.
Joe Tucci, who has led a six-fold increase in
the market capitalization of the storage and
information technology firm EMC, continually
reminds employees that “this is not my company; this is your company.” Tucci, from humble roots in Brooklyn, New York, reminds us
how great leaders relentlessly focus through
two lenses: outside-in (customers) and insideout (employees). These are the ultimate arbitrators of performance for a CEO.
Also, we had a conversation with Angel
Martinez, chairman and CEO of Deckers Outdoor and overseer of the UGG Australia, Teva,
Sanuk and other brands. Like Tucci, Martinez
is from humble beginnings (his first job was
working in a New York City subway). Martinez
is a “WE” learner, who revels in seeing other
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people succeed. He comments on topics ranging from branding, marketing and the psychology of selling shoes to leadership, talent and
culture.
Think of an iconic, yet hip, retail brand
whose stock price has skyrocketed 800 percent
over the past three years. Apple? Not yet. It’s the
storied German fashion house, located 20 miles
south of Stuttgart, Germany, Hugo Boss. Briefings features the dazzling performance of Hugo
Boss and its CEO Claus-Dietrich Lahrs as they
continue to make an imprint on global fashion.
In addition to articles on “WE” leaders, this
issue of Briefings explores happiness, sleeplessness, how to grow in hard times and, the mystique of culture in mergers and acquisitions,
and, of course, the satire of P.J. O’Rourke, who
part told
focus
whether
while lamenting on the death of leadership
matter
years
decisions CEO
best
communication
in America, asks: “Where are the leaders in
every
speak
requires
first many day everything
the sciences?” Designing Super Mario
right reality
always
listening
phone apps. “Where are the leaders in the
company
customers without real
arts?” Celebrity rehab.
next
course person
From tying your own shoelaces to prosomethingtoday
ideas strategy really
became
needs
viding shoes for others. From your parents
new
ability
results
believe
caring for you to caring for your parents.
else opportunities able much
go listen
From memorization of data to comprehensee thinking never
different top
confidence Leadership
job
sion of facts to application of knowledge.
power employee times
vision business take
These are the natural cadences in life
become
point work employees
as we mature. What we never forget,
get
experience
great
truth
like example
now
success
however, are those first moments of
even
words forward
create
strategic come
accomplishment — like riding a twomade well
important
wheel bicycle — when we felt freeleaders far feedback around however going
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sure
empower
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information
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One learning
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and feeding of others. In other words,
better
change
they know the leadership grammar rule:
back show
Purpose
WE before I, except before SEE.
PS: My dad has long passed away, but last
summer I took my son to that baseball field.
As we sat on the bench looking at the kids playing baseball, I put my arm around Jack with a
satisfying smile. Stan was correct; destiny
must be your own.
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T in ing
The Happiness Metric
Countries and companies alike are increasingly equating the
well-being of their people with productivity.
mission to develop economic metrics
that would better reflect the experience of the French people and be more
indicative of social progress. The com
mission, which was led by the economists Joseph Stiglitz of Columbia
University, Amartya Sen of Harvard
and Jean-Paul Fitoussi of the Institut
d’Études Politiques de Paris, argued
in a detailed and far-reaching 292page report that “G.D.P., the most
widely used measure of economic activity, is useful.” But, it went on, “the
time is ripe to shift emphasis from
measuring economic production to
measuring people’s well-being. Conflating the two can lead to misleading
indications about how well off people are and to wrong policy decisions.”
The report went on to assert that
because G.D.P. is purely a measure
of production, it tends to gauge the
quantity of output rather than quality and to indicate current conditions rather than conditions over
time, or sustainability. Also, the
authors noted, G.D.P. draws little
distinction between whether expenditures are for good or bad things.
For example, traffic jams may increase G.D.P. by increasing the use
of gasoline, but this decreases the
quality of the air and the quality of
life and doesn’t even contribute to

getting people to their destinations.
Well-being, the commission
argued, has many dimensions, and
public policy should be derived from
measures that account not only for income, consumption and wealth, but
also for health, education, environmental safety, personal satisfaction
inside and outside of work, social
connections, a sense of participation
in one’s own governance and a sense
of personal security. The commission
recommended broadening societal
measures to include the distribution
of wealth as well as nonmarket activities like household labor, parenting,
community work and volunteering.
It also recommended including subjective gauges of well-being: “cogni-

“The time is ripe to shift
emphasis from measuring
economic production to
measuring people’s wellbeing. Conflating the two
can lead to misleading
indications about how well
off people are and to wrong
policy decisions.”

Hal Mayforth

B

y many traditional measures,
the United States economy
has been getting better for a
while now. Gross domestic product
(G.D.P.) and personal consumption
expenditures have been rising incrementally but steadily for several years;
the unemployment rate dropped
from 10 percent in October 2009 to
8.3 percent early this year; and the
Dow Jones industrial average has
nearly doubled since its nadir in
March 2009. Yet large swaths of the
populace are not feeling any better.
Not just the poor and the unemployed, but most of the vast middle
class are finding themselves no less
stressed, stretched and fearful than
they were two years ago. That can’t
be chalked up to some sort of perceptual time lag. It seems more likely
that, as some contend, we are simply
measuring the wrong things.
“I think the disconnect between
our measures of national income —
which have been growing — and how
people feel about their lives is raising
interest in broader measures of society’s well-being,” said Alan Krueger,
an economist at Princeton and former assistant Treasury secretary.
Among those who have been interested is President Nicolas Sarkozy
of France, who in 2008 created a com-
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tive evaluations of one’s life, happiness, satisfaction, positive emotions
such as joy and pride, and negative
emotions such as pain and worry.”
Many of the views advocated in
the commission’s report come under
the heading of “happiness economics,” one of the newer branches of
the dismal science. Of course, the
idea that happiness is important to
society is not new. John Locke and
Thomas Jefferson famously put the
“pursuit of happiness” on equal footing with life and liberty as fundamental rights. Jeremy Bentham and
John Stuart Mill’s philosophy of
“utilitarianism” asserted that the

proper course of action for individuals and societies is the one that maximizes overall happiness. Aristotle argued that happiness is the ultimate
purpose of human existence. Happiness economics, however, goes a step
further in that it advocates the use of
objective and subjective measures of
public well-being when formulating
and evaluating public policy.
“People’s quality of life is experienced, so we are going to have to get
into the realm of actually asking them
about that experience rather than just
trying to measure it by how many
things they have,” said Nic Marks,
psychologist, statistician and author

Briefings on Talent & Leadership

of “The Happiness Manifesto.” “We
now have statistical methodologies —
survey techniques — to do this. There
have been great advances in psychological research, and we should be
applying these to our public policy.”
A number of policy makers have
already taken note. In Britain, Prime
Minister David Cameron recently
directed the Office for National Statistics to conduct a nationwide survey asking citizens what they believe
should be used to measure happiness, with the goal of formulating
policy. In Germany, the Bundestag
has established a Commission on
Growth, Prosperity, Quality of Life to
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Retirement Redefined
Only one out of four executives
(25%) defines retirement as never
working again.
Source: Merrill Lynch

In Search of

N

ot since the 1980s, when

Japanese production methods demonstrated just how

complacent and inefficient U.S. companies had become during their decades of post-war dominance, has
American industry seemed as vulnerable as it does today. So said a recent
Harvard Business School survey,
which warned that the competitive
threat America now faces is infinitely

develop a more holistic measure of
progress. Similar efforts are under
way in Italy, Australia, South Korea,
Canada and the United States.
The effort to use happiness as a
measure of a society’s productivity
on a macro scale is paralleled and
bolstered by research on the micro
level, which shows that being happy
at work actually makes individuals
more productive. In a recent study
done for Gallup using a longitudinal
database of 2,178 business units in
10 large organizations, the researcher
James Harter “found evidence supporting the causal impact of employee perceptions on bottom-line
measures” like customer loyalty,
employee retention, revenue, sales
and profit. In a related finding, the
Gallup-Healthways well-being index
showed earlier this year that Americans of all ages and income levels felt
less happy at work and more disengaged from what they do than ever
before. Gallup found that this disengagement correlated with lower productivity and poorer health outcomes
and cost companies an estimated
$300 billion annually.
The Harvard Business School
professor Teresa Amabile and the re-

searcher Steven Kramer, co-authors
of “The Progress Principle,” also
found a causal relationship between
happiness and productivity in their
research. Over the past decade, using
data from daily diary entries of 238
professionals in seven companies,
they charted each person’s psychological state and found that it had a
profound impact on that worker’s
creativity, commitment, collegiality
and output.
“Most of us believe that if you
achieve success, you will be happier,
but that’s backward,” said Shawn
Achor, author of “The Happiness
Advantage.” “A decade of scientific
research shows that happiness fuels
success. Your brain, when positive,
performs significantly better than
when you are negative or stressed.
Your intelligence and energy level
rise. You are more resilient and more
productive.”
If, in short, happiness is both the
ultimate goal of productivity and a
means to achieve it, then it is not an
outlandish notion to suggest that
organizations and societies should
gauge their success, at least to some
extent, by the well-being of their
people. 

more complex because it comes not
from one, but many nations with
growing strengths and diverse capabilities. What’s more, global enterprises are far less invested in the
United States, or in any single location, than they were three decades
ago, and the U.S. government is
more fiscally constrained and politically gridlocked than it was then.
The latest Global Competitiveness Report from the World Economic Forum reached essentially
the same conclusion. “The U.S. has
continued to go down in the (competitiveness) rankings,” said Jennifer
Blanke, lead economist and director
at the WEF. “There have been a number of weakenings across various areas, particularly related to the fiscal
environment and the apparent inability of policy makers to really deal
with that issue.”
The WEF report was based on
data from 142 economies contribu
ting 98 percent of the world’s gross
domestic product and supplemented by an opinion survey of more
than 15,000 executives worldwide.
The Harvard survey was based on

a New Competitive Normal

not only the opinions of 10,000
alumni, but also the decisions they

and a primary education system

either made or anticipated making

that is lagging much of the world in

while leading a range of organiza-

teaching basic skills.

tions, from startups to global multinationals, in every economic sector.
Both studies were quick to ac-

© Qilai Shen/In Pictures/Corbis

regulations, an onerous tax code

Three out of four respondents to

Workers at Foxconn, China.
Without systemic changes,
the United States’ ability to
compete in a global economy
will continue to wane.

the Harvard survey expected U.S.
competitiveness to decline over the
seeking lower wages.

knowledge America’s strengths: a

next three years, and many were

prodigious ability to innovate, an

considering moving business activ-

excellent university system that col-

ity out of the U.S. The most com-

world in research and development,

Although the U.S. still leads the

laborates well with the business sec-

monly mentioned alternative desti-

the gap is narrowing. A recent Na-

tor in R&D and the sheer size of its

nations were China, India, Brazil,

tional Science Foundation report

domestic economy. However, the

Mexico and Singapore, but the full

said the United States is rapidly

studies also concur on America’s po-

list extended to 146 countries. The

losing ground to Asia, and a recent

tentially crippling negative factors:

most commonly mentioned reason

study by the Battelle Memorial Insti-

burgeoning public debt, burdensome

for moving? Seventy percent were

tute predicted that China’s R&D
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spending will match that of the U.S.

that speed and flexibility: “One for-

by around 2022. Of the Harvard

mer Apple executive described how

porate taxes, less regulation and

survey respondents who were con-

the company relied upon a Chinese

fewer unionized workers. These

templating moving company activi-

factory to revamp the iPhone’s

steps may lower the costs of pro

ties out of the U.S., 42 percent said

screen just weeks before the device

duction here, but (they won’t) bring

they were thinking about moving

was due on shelves. New screens

good jobs to America. Global com

A recent report from The Boston
Consulting Group predicted a U.S.

to make a profit. It wants lower cor-

began arriving at the plant near

panies can always find even lower

midnight. A foreman immediately

costs abroad.”

roused 8,000 workers inside the
company’s dormitories. Within 96

Or maybe not. Jim O’Neill, the
chairman of Goldman Sachs Asset

hours, the plant was producing over

Management and the originator of

“manufacturing renaissance” over

10,000 iPhones a day.”

the notion of the BRIC (Brazil, Russia,

the next five years to the tune of

stories could be told about almost

“the great attraction to producing in

an added $100 billion in G.D.P. and

any electronics company — or, truth

China is rapidly disappearing, and

2 million to 3 million new jobs.

be told, any company in almost any

it’s coming back to this country. The

industry. Nevertheless, Apple’s case

Chinese right now are deliberately

The article noted that similar

India and China) economies, believes

does offer insight into why U.S. cor-

raising wages and converting to an

porate success in the era of global-

economy more driven by domestic

research, development and engi-

ization often does not translate into

consumer demand. That is reducing

neering operations.

large numbers of domestic jobs. “If

their competitiveness.” For those

Respondents in the manufacturing sector were the most negative

that’s the pinnacle of capitalism, we
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Selfish or Self-Interest?
Where Did We Go Wrong?

Eric Palma

I

n March 2012, an executive director at a global investment bank
stunned the financial world by
publicly resigning in an article he
wrote for The New York Times. In his
article, he decried the “toxic and destructive” environment that had
overcome the Wall Street institution,
a part of which he led.
Such sharp criticism of a Wall
Street institution comes on the heels
of increased cynicism and lack of
trust in global business. In fact, the
erosion of trust in business may
be one of the consequences of the
world’s economic troubles.
During the Great Recession, triggered by the sub-prime mortgage
fiasco, the public’s feelings about
business and business leaders took a
sharp turn toward the negative. Corporate greed and selfishness dominated the headlines, and cynicism
about the current state of capitalism
spread. According to the Edelman
Trust Barometer, an annual survey
of public attitudes, trust in business
plummeted in 2009. In 2012, trust in
government similarly declined, and
according to Edelman, “trust in the
two institutions tends to move in
sync.” Trust in business around the
world continued to drop, and in the
United States, the level of trust did
not reach the 50 percent mark. Banks
and financial services firms remain
the least-trusted businesses, with
47 percent and 45 percent ratings
respectively, while the trust levels
for CEOs dropped 12 percentage
points, down to 38 percent, which
is the lowest in the 12 years the Edelman has tracked such numbers.

Another recent poll, from the Pew
Research Center, found that only 50
percent of Americans reacted positively to the term “capitalism,” and
that number was even lower among
younger Americans, ages 18 to 29.
The poll concluded that those in that
age bracket viewed socialism more
positively than capitalism. Writing

complexities of the global economy,
is it possible, through reward systems, to reduce the level of selfish
behavior driving so many individuals and organizations?
Steven Kerr, a senior advisor
to Goldman Sachs and author of
“Reward Systems: Does Yours Measure Up?” (Harvard Business School

in The New York Times about the harm
rogue bankers had done, Nicholas D.
Kristof made the startlingly point:
“In other words, America’s grasping
capitalists are turning young Americans into socialists.”
Have corporations pushed the
rudimentary benefits of self-interest
well over the line and into the realm
of selfishness and greed? Are organizations continuing to reward the behavior that triggered the economic
catastrophe in 2008 without regard
for the consequences? Given the

Press), has spent years in academia
and at General Electric and Goldman
Sachs, studying the impact of corporate reward systems. According to
Kerr, finding the correct answer requires asking the correct question.
“The question is not one of selfishness,” Kerr said. “It’s not useful to
say people are selfish. Human beings
tend to be selfish. That’s how we’re
wired. We would run into a burning
building to save a child, but if our
child was in one room and a stranger’s child in another, we know where
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The Latest Thinking
Say What?
Likeonomics (n.): Personal
relationships, individual opinions,
powerful storytelling, and social
capital that help brands and their
products or services become more
believable. Source: Ogilvy

“It’s not about worshipping
greed,” Kerr explained. “Not everyone gets it right, but the idea is that
you do what is right for your client,
your customer, and if it looks like it
is costing you money, you still do it
because in the long term, you will
come out ahead. That to me is a better message than telling people to
not be greedy and think of others.”
In other words, Kerr said, companies can try to teach employees
right from wrong but the stark truth
is that by the time people reach a
Goldman Sachs or a G.E., they know
right from wrong — and if they are
behaving badly, they are well aware
of what they are doing.
“So the question is not whether
you can turn these folks into noble
people, the question is how do you
align your goals so that in the course
of them getting what they want, they
also give you what you want, and if
you are lucky, you give society what
it wants,” Kerr said. “It isn’t easy, but
trying to convince people not to be
greedy is pointless.”
People are motivated to pursue
their goals, and smart organizations
find ways to make the achievement
of employees’ goals contingent upon
achieving the organization’s goals.
“You think back to World War II,
when people were more noble and
risked their lives for the cause,” Kerr
said. “Soldiers were told, ‘You go
home when the war is won and until
the war is won, you don’t get to go
home.’ The soldiers knew if they
stayed long enough, the odds were

they would get shot. So it paid for
them to do whatever they could to
help end the war because it was the
way you got to go home. It’s goal
alignment.”
In fact, Kerr said it is important
that people are selfish, as long as
there is a solid control system within
the organization. In today’s wired
world, where getting away with
cheating, lying and stealing has become more and more difficult, a
company only needs to make it clear
that an employee caught behaving
unethically or illegally will pay the
full penalty for their behavior. If you
screw up, you have a great chance of
being caught and if caught, nobody
will protect you, Kerr pointed out.
“With that, I’m not too worried
about your motives,” Kerr added.
“It’s amazing how quickly you get
changes in behavior.”
Given such alignment, selfishness morphs into self-interest that
benefits the organization and the
individual, and in the best of all scenarios, society as well. Kerr acknowledges there are no guarantees in a
world where so many strive to scam
the system. Indeed, if the leaders,
like Bernie Madoff or Enron, aim to
do harm for selfish gain, then aligning goals and getting people motivated to do what the leaders want
will still create problems for society.
“I hope it’s selfish,” Kerr stated. “I
hope you concluded that it’s in your
own selfish best interests to behave
the right way because then I know
I don’t need outside control.” 

Hal Mayforth

we’d go first and where the other parent would go. That’s just the way it is.
“If you put me in a work situation,
I’m going to be selfish and concerned
with my own goals and career. It’s
neither good nor bad, it’s simply how
we’re wired. The question is not one
of selfishness, the question is one
of alignment.
Kerr, who served as vice president of corporate leadership development and chief learning officer
at General Electric under CEO Jack
Welch, was on leave from the University of Michigan to run G.E.’s Crotonville leadership center when, in
2001, he was recruited by Goldman
Sachs to take on a similar role.
“I didn’t need the job and I wondered what I’d be getting into,” Kerr
recalled. “I had Gordon Gekko and
that movie in my head, but I also realized that people who join Goldman
Sachs are not randomly selected out
of some phonebook. These are people who are going to be required to
work incredible hours and will be
probably be let go; a majority don’t
make it. But if you do succeed, you
will be rewarded with wealth. Before
Goldman was vilified for the recent
crisis, it was quite prestigious to work
there. So you get fame and fortune
and a great chance to learn, so there
are certainly selfish motives behind
a decision to go there.”
What Kerr quickly encountered,
as he began working with Goldman’s
top executives, was an illuminating
example of alignment. The Goldman
aspiration, perhaps unfortunately
worded, was to be “long-term greedy.”
Contrary to Gekko’s opinion that
“greed is good,” the Goldman philosophy is built upon the idea that decisions must benefit the client in the
long haul, regardless of what it costs
Goldman in the short run.
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How to

It’s never-ending winter in the developed
Western world, or so it appears to almost
everybody trying to make a living in the
region. The ground is frozen. The snow is
deep. The winds are bitter. And whenever
spring beckons, another storm blows in.
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The macroeconomic environment has
not been as hostile to growth since the 1930s. The International Monetary Fund has argued that crises like the one we
have just been through — crises that are synchronized across
the developed world and driven by financial calamities — tend
to be both deeper and longer than normal recessions, perhaps
“two to three times as deep and two to four times as long.”
And that is before you throw political risk into the equation.
The euro zone is proving to be incapable of dealing with
the contradiction at its heart: the single currency cannot work
properly without more centralization of decision-making
but European countries are unwilling to cede the authority to
make that decision-making possible. And the United States is
proving to be equally incapable of dealing with a fiscal deficit

in

hard
times

that is eroding its long-term competitiveness. The Republicans refuse to raise taxes while the Democrats refuse to cut
spending. Japan has now endured almost two decades of
stagnation, thanks to its dysfunctional political system. There
is a strong possibility that the same thing will happen to the
West.
Microeconomic conditions are equally hostile: governments have responded to a succession of crises by imposing
much tougher regulations on the corporate sector. America’s
share of the global IPO market fell from 67 percent in 2002,
when Sarbanes-Oxley passed, to 16 percent today. But the
damage done by Sarbanes-Oxley is likely to be dwarfed by
Dodd-Frank, a monstrously complex piece of legislation that
entwines the entire American corporate sector, not just the
financial companies that were at the heart of the crisis, in
red tape. But for all their faults, regulation-spawning governments were only doing the people’s bidding. Even if the
Occupy movement is fading, the 99 percent continue to
regard companies as malefactors of great wealth.
Western consumers are likely to be strapped for cash for
years to come. The consumer boom that powered Western
economies in the 1990s and early 2000s was built on a mountain of debt. People spent like drunken sailors despite the fact
that Americans’ median household income was stagnant and
European unemployment was high. But those days are gone.
The American housing bubble has burst. And European governments are raising taxes and cutting back on benefits. In
many industries — cars are an obvious example — we are likely
to see a return of the old-fashioned Marxist crisis of overproduction as too many products chase too few consumers.
The two most common responses to tough times — increasing efficiency and turbo-charging innovation — are
proving to be less efficacious today than they were in the past.
Most companies have done so much to fine-tune their operations — re-engineering their core functions, slimming their
work forces and tightening their supply chains — that there
are no obvious efficiencies to be gained. Innovation has become the corporate mantra de jour in much the same way

By Adrian Wooldridge
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The more

difficult

the environment becomes,

The market for nanotechnology is growing by 15 percent a
year — small is clearly beautiful. The white biotechnology industry (which puts living microorganisms to industrial use)
is growing at 10 percent a year. Traditional companies can
also thrive in slow-growth environments. Japan’s lost decades
have certainly not been lost for 7-Eleven. Zara has turned itself into a global fashion powerhouse despite Spain’s dismal
business climate.
Hard times can also be surprisingly good for start-ups:
the collapse of established giants can free up resources, in the
form of unemployed scientists and vacant offices, that new
companies can buy at bargain prices. The list of companies
that were started in recessions or even depressions is a long
one. Revlon was founded in 1932, the worst year of the Great
Depression. FedEx and Wal-Mart were products of the malaise of the 1970s. Microsoft was founded during a recession.
If hard times make it more difficult for also-rans to survive,
they also provide room for dynamic newcomers, with inno
vative business models, to expand rapidly.
The most important thing that companies need to do is
to identify and exploit mega-trends. The rise of Asia provides
opportunities for all sorts of companies outside the charmed
circle of global multinationals. Berry Brothers, a British wine
merchant that sits in the heart of London’s club land, has been
supplying wine to the British upper classes for centuries. But
the company is now creating high-end wine salons in China.
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that re-engineering was in the 1990s. Hardly a week passes
without a new book appearing on the subject. But the problem with innovation is that it’s incredibly hard; for most companies it remains a pious hope rather than a key to success.
And what happens if you manage to turn that key? What
happens if you produce some brilliant new product or process?
Banks are reluctant to lend to small companies. Big businesses are sitting on huge piles of cash — perhaps $2 trillion
worth in the United States. The McKinsey Global Institute
predicts that there could be worse to come: the share of the
world’s financial assets that are invested in publicly traded
equities will fall from 28 percent today to 22 percent by the
end of the decade. This is being driven by two profound
trends: the shift of global wealth to the emerging world and
the aging of Western populations. Both investors in the
emerging world and older people in the emerged world are
more inclined to keep their money in banks than in equities.
This will significantly raise the cost of equity while forcing
companies to rely ever more on debt.
How can companies grow in these dismal conditions?
What strategies should they adopt? And what corporate
forms should they assume? Chris Zook and James Allen of
Bain & Company calculate that only 9 percent of global
companies have been able to grow at 5 percent or more over
the past decade. How can companies escape from this slowgrowth trap in what is likely to be an equally challenging
environment in the years ahead? Before doing anything else,
they need to work on their attitude. Winston Churchill once
said that the difference between optimists and pessimists is
that pessimists see difficulties in every opportunity and optimists see opportunities in every difficulty. The more difficult
the environment becomes, the more companies need to focus
on spotting opportunities in difficulties.
There are lots of opportunities out there. The emerging
world is booming. In particular, India and China have a long
way to go before they fall into the middle-income trap. The
Internet economy is thriving; the likes of Sharon Sodeberg,
Facebook’s COO, complain that the biggest problem is finding enough high-quality people to drive the growth machines.
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The aim is to educate the Chinese palate in fine wines (and
thus build a core of Berry Brothers loyalists) rather than just
make a quick killing by selling overpriced plonk to the nouveaux riches.
The rise of Asia also provides Western companies with
new ideas for products: frugal products that dispense with
fripperies but nevertheless do the job. Some Western companies have already embraced the new climate of frugality: Aldi
of Germany, Wal-Mart of the United States and online retailers galore are pulling ahead of the pack. (“We are moving
into an area of the frivolous being unacceptable and the frugal being cool,” said Andy Bond, the former boss of the WalMart subsidiary Asda). But Western companies have much
more to learn from the East — both from emerging-market
companies themselves and from Western multinationals
that have invested heavily in the region.
Tyler Cowen, an economist, has argued that the United
States is consigned to low growth because its economy has

the more
companies need to focus on

spotting

opportunities
in difficulties.
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harvested all the “low-hanging fruits.” But there are plenty
of low-hanging fruits available in India and China when it
comes to frugal innovation. Tata Motors has produced a
$2,500 car, the Nano. Bharti Airtel and Reliance Communications sell handsets for less than $20, connect people to networks for free and charge only 1 cent a minute for phone calls.
Narayana Hrudayalaya Hospital in Bangalore, India, can perform heart operations at a fraction of the cost in the West.
Many of these products are beginning to find their way
to Western markets. G.E. is selling cheap electrocardiograph
units in the United States that it developed in India. Nestlé is
selling its brand of dried noodles, Maggi, that it invented for
rural Pakistan and India in New Zealand and Australia. Dr.
Devi Shetty, the man behind assembly-line heart surgery in
India, is building a 2,000-bed hospital in the Cayman Islands
to serve the American market. But this is only the beginning:
Western companies can reinvent entire industries by plugging into Eastern innovation machines or by embracing the
frugal mind-set. Most budding business executives would
learn more by spending a few months in Mumbai than a
couple of years in a Western business school.
The growing crisis of the Western approach will provide
huge opportunities for savvy companies. Western governments are being squeezed by two mighty forces: the need to
reduce their astronomical debts and the need to care for an
aging population. European governments have begun to reform themselves; even Italy has adopted ambitious pension
reforms. The United States will eventually have to follow suit
or face a crisis of confidence in the global capital markets.
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Business has always
suffered from the problem of
the urgent driving out
the important.
But this problem is far worse than ever before; the capital
markets are ever more insistent on instant results and the
blogosphere ever more skilled in manufacturing pseudocrises.
How can we reverse these dismal trends and make more room
for fostering long-term growth rather than just responding to
short-term crises?
Everything starts with the CEO. For all the fashionable
talk about flatness, businesses naturally look upward. CEOs
need to take time to think. When he was CEO of Microsoft,
Bill Gates used to take a regular “think week,” when he would
technology. All CEOs should do likewise. CEOs also need to
lift their noses from their BlackBerries and spend a bit of time
reading big books, talking to big thinkers or even hanging
around at seminars. Putting in a few more hours sweating the
numbers or answering your e-mail messages will not change
the direction of your company. Talking to smart people or
wrestling with new ideas just might.
A second idea is to set up internal think tanks (which, in
these cost-conscious times, probably means asking handpicked people to double up as think tankers). Several tech
companies, notably Google, have in-house think tanks; so,
more surprisingly, does Mars Inc. But everyone needs to get
in on the act. Manufacturing companies need to think big
thoughts about 3-D printing, health companies about the
implications of social media and the Internet.
What about translating ideas into action? The classic
approach to this problem — create a “skunk works” and tell
the skunks to come back in a few months with a new product
— has usually proved disappointing. Glorious isolation soon
turns into innovation-destroying irrelevance. Companies certainly need to create distinct divisions that are charged with
inventing the future. But these divisions need to be integrated
into the wider organization — as well as to employ people who
work there permanently. They should also share some staff
with the rest of the organization (particularly the marketing
department). They should also have their own customized
rules rather than simply following the rest of the corporation
— rules that put more emphasis on producing new ideas (including ideas that turn out to be failures) than on hitting their
budgets. Harley-Davidson has used this technique to come
up with ideas for attracting new sorts of customers, and BMW
has used it to produce new sorts of brakes for hybrid vehicles.

But the reform will have to go much further: governments
will have to deal with the fact that productivity has been flat
(or even negative) in the public sector for the past 20 years
while it has doubled in the private sector. This will create a
huge wave of privatization and contracting out. Ross Perot’s
E.D.S. turned itself into a giant by providing computer services to the public sector. There will be many more E.D.S.’s
in coming years as Western governments desperately try to
save themselves from bankruptcy.
The thing that is driving this crisis more than any other
— the rapid aging of the population — also provides opportunities dressed up as problems. The so-called silver market
(goods and services for people over 60 years old) is now worth
more than $700 billion worldwide and provides a source of
growth for companies in sectors as diverse as cosmetics and
financial services. Older people can also provide a valuable
source of employees; they are often more stable and hardworking than younger employees and are frequently more
accommodating and flexible. Retail giants like Asda in Britain
have redesigned their timetables around the needs of older
workers, providing “Benidorm leave” (named after a beach
resort in Spain) for winter holidays, for example. The manufacturing giant Daimler-Benz has redesigned its production
lines to take into account aging bodies, providing comfortable chairs and better lighting.
Besides looking out for mega-trends, companies need to
invest in long-term growth. This might sound counterintuitive. But the lessons of history are clear: just as hard times
provide opportunities for start-ups to hire cheap talent, they
also provide opportunities for established companies to invest in the future. During the Great Depression, a praetorian
guard of American companies — DuPont, I.B.M., Chrysler
and General Motors in particular — laid the foundations for
their extraordinary postwar success by outspending their
rivals on product development or marketing. DuPont
brought up cheap scientists and developed nylon and radial
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contemplate the future of his industry or an earth-shaking
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Innovative business
models in big companies
can also create

huge
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business models
for smaller companies.

tires. I.B.M. responded to a collapse in the market by investing in producing the next generation of business machines
on the grounds that companies would need to become more
efficient. Procter & Gamble won the brand wars by employing an army of women who went around the country singing
its praises.
The trouble with investing in long-term growth is that it
is long term. What about more immediate results? And what
about start-ups that are trying to survive rather than planning for the next 20 years? Innovative business models give
start-ups a chance to revolutionize their industries and rising
companies a chance to build long-term defenses. Look at the
way that Bharti Airtel slashed the cost of phone calls by sharing cell towers with other companies. Innovative business
models in big companies can also create huge business models for smaller companies.
Many big companies are embracing “collaborative innovation” — that is, contracting out as much of their brainintensive work as possible to the broader market rather than
trying to do it all themselves. P.&G., which was once one of
the world’s most inward-looking companies, has increased
the proportion of innovation that comes from beyond its
borders to 50 percent. This provides opportunities for highend entrepreneurs with clever ideas. Many big companies
are also snapping up smaller companies in order to tap into
their innovative business models. Amazon purchased Zappos
(making its owners very rich in the process) not because it
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wanted to acquire its shoemaking business but because it
wanted to learn from its ability to provide outstanding customer service and happy employees.
What role should governments play in helping companies to grow? Almost everywhere, governments are trying to
promote business growth in order to ignite their economies
and provide jobs for the unemployed. And almost everywhere
the policies are failing. The most fashionable strategy is to
create high-tech clusters like the one that has changed the
world in Silicon Valley. Skolkovo brashly promotes itself as
“Russia’s Silicon Valley” despite the fact that it has not yet produced a single building, let alone a single product. But these
policies almost always lead to disappointment: Silicon Valley
possesses attributes that are almost impossible to copy, such
as two of the world’s best universities along with a finely
tuned venture-capital industry.
Governments would be much better to forget these grand
schemes and adopt humbler approaches:
Think local rather than global. It is much more sensible
to build on your local strengths than to import alien models.
Germany has become the world’s most successful big economy by embracing humdrum middle-sized companies that
make ball bearings and pencils. Sweet Water Organics in Milwaukee produces fish and lettuce in a disused crane factory
with the help of water researchers from the local university.
Think small rather than big. Governments are much better off financing lots of small prizes for innovators of various
kinds rather than trying to build a bright new tomorrow.
Above all, take an ax to regulations. It is understandable
that governments concluded that they needed to increase
their regulation of the financial sector in the wake of the
2007-8 crisis. But there are also vast numbers of regulations
that do nothing but kill business and create jobs for regulators. Italy has some 150,000 laws on its statute books. Barack
Obama’s health care law has nine codes relating to injuries
caused by parrots and three relating to burns from flaming
water skis. The best thing that government can do to encourage growth after a period of concerted expansion is to get
out of the way and let creative destruction work its magic. 
Adrian Wooldridge is co-author of several books and is the management
editor for The Economist. He is based in London.
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Viewpoint

by p.j. o’rourke

Brilliance

Has its Limits

As the political anecdote from the 1930s goes, Alderman
Murphy looks out the window of City Hall and sees an
angry crowd marching by, shouting slogans. “Ah, what a
wonderful sight!” says Murphy to his aide.
The aide says, “Who are they? What do
they want? Where are they going?”
“I don’t know,” says Murphy, “but I’d
better get out there and lead them.”
These days America is said to have
a dearth of leadership. Where are the
leaders in the sciences? Designing Super Mario phone apps. Where are the
leaders in the arts? At celebrity rehab.
Our most renowned seat of learning,
Wikipedia, is leaderless. Social movements, from Tea Party to Occupy Wall
Street, are leaderless too. The Republican presidential candidates can’t even
lead each other in a Gallup poll for
more than one news cycle. The president himself looks less like the leader
of the free world than someone vying
to be in its entourage. And the American businessman of greatest prominence, Warren Buffet, is leading us to
higher taxes.
Lack of business leadership is, in
particular, to be indicted — often literally. Where are America’s business leaders? Their lawyers were unavailable for
comment.

Perhaps this dearth is what makes
“leadership” such a pervasive topic, especially in business books. You cannot
peek into a business book without
a great splurge of words of wisdom
about leadership being dumped onto
your Kindle.
Of course books on leadership
aren’t written by leaders. If writers
were leaders, we’d be leading something other than the corporal’s guard
life of a writer. Books on leadership
are sometimes bylined by leaders,
which means they were ghosted by
writers, who at best have a command
of verbiage and often not that.
There isn’t much to be learned
from reading about leadership, even
when the actual leader is the actual
writer. What the very, very many
books by Winston Churchill tell us
about leadership is that leaders, between spurts of leading, have a lot
of time on their hands.
There are as many kinds of leaders
as there are kinds of people willing to
tag along. And everybody is susceptible
to being guided down the garden path
every once in a while, as you know if

you have ever been married.
The kind of leader who is most
noted in history, song and legend is the
charismatic one. “I’d follow him to the
gates of hell,” we say. And that’s often
where we’re headed. Charisma is wonderful. Charisma is powerful. Charisma
is inspiring. Hitler had it.
There is an inexplicable quality to
charisma, as someone failed to tell the
late Sen. Ted Kennedy when he was
trying to act like his brother, President
Jack. And, though charisma may be
unforgettable, as a subject of inquiry,
we’re better off to forget it.
A type of leader who is easier to understand, if not to emulate, is one who
is The Embodiment of an Idea. But
the trick is that it has to be an idea that
millions of people have already. They
just don’t know quite how to put it.
“New Deal.” “Blood, toil, tears and sweat.”
“Morning in America.”
The problem with this sort of leadership is that, while it fills us with hope
and purpose, it doesn’t fill us in on the
details. Give Churchill, Roosevelt or
Reagan something specific to run and
you get Gallipoli, packing the Supreme
Court and California.
The Ruthless Conniver, on the
other hand, is a master of detail. He or
she sticks a finger in every pie, gets a
hand on every lever, knows where all
the bones are buried and has the dirt
on everyone. We need a squirt bottle of
Purell sanitizer gel to even think about
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FBI Director Hoover, Nixon, LBJ, everyone in the Kremlin and your divorced
spouse’s mother. These people do accomplish things. Sometimes they accomplish good things. The 1968 Civil
Rights Act. But what they’re best at
achieving is not a firm goal but an
unleashed megalomania. Vietnam.
Ruthless Connivers give us the kind
of leadership that short, skinny high
school freshmen get from smartass
senior boys. The guys from Lehman
Brothers and Bear Sterns come back
from having a smoke in the school
parking lot, and the American economy gets shoved in a locker.
The benign version of this is the
Total Comprehender, the leader who
has complete knowledge and understanding of the organization being led,
from the least particulars of the company picnic sexual harassment case
to the grand corporate vision of total
world ring tone market domination.
Steve Jobs, Bill Gates, Mark Zuckerberg
are examples. Jack Welch at G.E. is a
better example. He had to compete for
his leadership position. Jobs, Gates and
Zuckerberg were the only people at
their companies who knew what the
heck their companies did.
Welch was a brilliant manager and
a brilliant theorist of management
leadership. I got to hear him hold forth
on the subject. I was master of cere
monies at a convention of beer distributors. (Sometimes there is more to a
writer’s life than shuffling an iMac
mouse.)
Beer distributorships are mostly
German or Irish family operations,
many of them in the fourth or fifth
generation of ownership. Jack Welch
gave the distributors a talk about his
key to success at G.E. It was something
to the effect of employee performance
evaluation every year, the top 10 percent performers generously rewarded,
the middle-performing 70 percent
re-trained and re-motivated, and the
bottom 20 percent fired.
Brilliance has its limits. A voice
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piped up in the back of the auditorium,
“What if the bottom 20 percent is your
brother-in-law?”
When I was growing up in the
1950s, we were subjected to prolonged
and sustained attempts to instruct us
in “leadership.” Scout troops, sports
teams, summer camps and church
youth groups proudly announced they
were producing the leaders of the future. Leadership seemed to be a matter
of grave importance, as though our
lives depended on it. “Comanches are

circling the homestead! Pa’s dead! Ma’s
wounded! Somebody best show little
Joey how to load the scatter gun!”
Not that there was anything this
practical in the “leadership-building”
experiences foisted upon us. To this
day I’m baffled by what skills as a
leader I was supposed to develop
by tying 30 different knots, getting
beaned at home plate, teaming up on
the buddy system at the swimming
hole with a kid who ran away and hid
in the latrine and thinking up three
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And why do we need so much leadership anyway? In a free society where
individuals have the liberty to make
their own decisions and the responsibility to clean up the mess their decisions made, what are leaders there for?
To hand us the broom?
Leadership has its uses — in war
definitely, in business sometimes, in
politics now and then. And, while “to
lead from behind” is term of disparagement, it’s often really how the thing
should be done. The best bosses I’ve
had excelled not in bossiness but in a
knack for getting people to use more
talent than they knew they had.
The editor of a weekly newspaper
where I once worked said, “Have serious reporters cover silly stories and
silly reporters cover serious stories,
and you can’t go wrong.” When New
York Mafioso Crazy Joey Gallo was
gunned down in 1972, my editor sent
our very silly food writer to do a restaurant review of the Little Italy joint
where it happened. The result was an

involuntarily hilarious piece about the
effect of fear on the taste of shrimp
scampi. The headline: “Umberto’s Clam
House — A Hit for the Whole Family.”
In my opinion, what made such
bosses good leaders was mostly their
willingness to hire people who would
soon be better than they were. (Me not
included.) But if you’re a leader surrounded by people better than you are,
when you screw up (which leaders immediately do) somebody’s right there
to take your place. That somebody turns
out to be charismatic or The Embodiment of an Idea or a Ruthless Conniver
or a Total Comprehender or, worse, all
of these.
This is why America is said to have
a dearth of leadership these days. 
P.J. O’Rourke is a political satirist, humorist
and author of many books including “Don’t
Vote, It Just Encourages the Bastards,” “Eat
the Rich” and “Parliament of Whores.” He was
foreign editor of Rolling Stone magazine and is
a regular contributor to The Atlantic Monthly.
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questions to ask Jesus if he came to our
church bake sale.
Now my kids are being similarly
subjected to prolonged and sustained
attempts to instruct them in “sensitivity.” So far no luck. They are, to parents
and siblings at least, about as sensitive
as a Farrelly brothers movie. The ceaseless emphasis on sensitivity does, however, produce a sort of oblivion to prejudice. As far as I can tell, my children’s
generation neither notices nor cares
what a person’s race, religion or sexual
orientation is. That’s nice.
Ceaseless emphasis on leadership
produced a sort of oblivion to authority.
My generation neither noticed nor
cared what the rules were. Not so nice.
You remember the Sixties.
Turning everybody into a leader is
impossible to do, or impossible to do
well. We have proof. Let’s name the
three Baby Boom presidents we’ve had
so far — Bill Clinton, George W. Bush,
Barack Obama — and just leave it at
that.
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Joe Tucci became CEO of the EMC Corporation, a
leading storage and information technology firm,
in January 2001. It was, as he says, an interesting time.
The Internet bubble had just burst — EMC’s market cap plunged
and its revenue slipped along with it — 9/11 was about to happen, and
the United States, EMC’s biggest market, would soon slip into a recession that affected the tech sector disproportionately. Difficult as
these challenges were, they were in many ways less challenging than
the problems that Tucci faced when he became CEO of the bankrupt
Wang Laboratories and was tasked with fixing that company. In both
cases, he succeeded well beyond expectations.
The secret to bringing battered companies back to life is not really
a secret. It involves devising a plan, getting everyone on board with it
and sticking to that plan with a strong sense of discipline. But a leader
must do more. A leader must also generate a sense of hope. At EMC,
one of the ways Tucci did this was by reminding people that the firm
was the leader in storage technology — a great and growing business —
and by refusing to cut core research and development spending. While
critics said R&D should not be considered sacred, the signal Tucci sent
to the company was that EMC was not retrenching; it was committed
to building its future.
Tucci, who prides himself on his accessibility as CEO — chairman
was added to his title in 2006 — achieved phenomenal results. Revenue at EMC grew to $20 billion, and the company’s market capitalization increased around sixfold from its low. Since joining EMC, he has
made around 70 large and small acquisitions. One of these, VMware,
which is public, is valued at around $46 billion, with EMC retaining an
80 percent stake,.
Tucci is a strong leader with a clear vision and a warm and acces
sible demeanor. He is passionate about two big things. Everyone at
EMC — from administrative assistants to engineers — is client-facing
and interacts with customers. He is also passionate about making
sure EMC is an inclusive company. In fact, Tucci goes so far as to say
to all employees, “This is not my company; this is your company.”
Tucci recently spent time at EMC’s headquarters with Robert Hallagan, Korn/Ferry International’s vice chairman and managing director
for board and leadership services, and Joel Kurtzman, editor in chief
of Briefings on Talent & Leadership. What follows are excerpts from
that conversation.

You pride yourself on the fact that
EMC stays close to its customers.
How do you it?
TUCCI: One of the things I did when I

came in was to institute a program that
said everybody makes customer calls.
And I assigned accounts. I asked people
to talk to our customers. I assigned
accounts to our chief legal counsel. I
assigned accounts to our CFO and to our
head of H.R. They all have clients that
they call on. They were supposed to
open a dialogue, give better access to
engineers, making sure we have better
service. I’ll tell you, it’s worked phenomenally and we’ve pushed that down
though the company.
So everyone at EMC is client-facing?
TUCCI: Yes. Everybody makes customer

calls. It’s popular to say, “The right thing
is to keep our engineers coding. “ I say,
“No, no, no.” When the customers come
in here, and we bring them in in pretty
big numbers, I want our engineers to go
over and meet with the customers. I want
our engineers to spend some of their
time traveling to customer sites to talk to
our customers. So when I mean everybody
makes customer calls, I mean everybody.
It’s all about how we understand our
customers’ needs, wants, how we understand where we’re doing a great job and
where we’re falling short. It’s about always trying to do better. It’s part of the
total customer experience — our T.C.E.
program. And we also make it part of
everybody’s bonus and reward program.
Do you get innovative ideas from
your customers?
TUCCI: Absolutely. Look, I will never have
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an executive vice president or a president
for innovation. Innovation comes from
everywhere. Sometimes, it comes from
somebody that’s using one of our products every day who says, “Have you ever
thought of this?” and we say, “Yeah, that’s
a phenomenal idea.” Then it’s brought
back here for vetting, or a salesperson

brings it back. The key is communications and an environment of inclusion.
Can you give an example of learning
from a client?
TUCCI: Absolutely. I was visiting a cus-

tomer in New York — AXA, the big insurance and financial company. And the

person that was heading up AXA Tech
said that he found this great product and
that his people were in love with it and
that he needs us to support it, and I said
I’d never heard of it. This was in 2003. So
he showed me the product and what it
did and I said, “Wow, that’s pretty neat.”
Now, I have this habit — and I love it —
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If it
only took
great
leadership…
…to pull off a successful turnaround, there would be more stories
like the one Joe Tucci recounts here.
What our research has shown, however, is that turnaround CEOs don’t
behave like leaders of stable companies, and the particular leadership
qualities they bring to turnaround
executive populations. In crisis conditions, CEOs are challenged to
bring more structure, stay closer to
the action and to drive change with
a firm hand – all while inspiring hope
and buy-in from stakeholders at all
levels. Joe Tucci was able to strike
that difficult balance by providing
hands-on management, structure
and a strong vision without stifling
innovation, team building or transparent communication. Among the
core competencies Joe Tucci possesses are Managing Vision and
Purpose, Motivating Others, Inno
vation Management, and Strategic
Agility — skills that are hard to find,
even harder to develop, but that
enable leaders like Joe Tucci to
transform their organizations from
fix-its to industry giants.

of meandering through our company
and chatting with our engineers. So,
when I got back, I talked with a couple
of our engineers in our labs and I said,
“Hey, have you ever heard of this product
called VMware?” The first guy I talked to
says, “How’d you know about that?” And
I said, “What’s the difference? Tell me
your version.” He said VMware is one
of those secrets in engineering. In engineering you try to keep to some basic
standards, and VMware wasn’t a standard product. So then I said, “What do
you think of the product?” He said, “It’s
the best thing I’ve ever used.” And I said,
“Explain it to me; show me a demo,” and
he explained it to me. Two days later,
a V.P. came in and was showing me a
demo that was cool. And I said, “How’d
you do that?” And he said, “I’m using
VMware,” and I said, “I thought so.” And
then he says the same thing to me the
other engineer did, “How’d you know
about that?” So, I looked up the company
on the Web. As it turned out, I didn’t
know the founders of VMware, but I
knew all three board members well. So I
called up one of the board members and

I said, “Hey what’s happening with VMware.” They said, “You’re right, it’s an unbelievable product, but if you’re thinking of buying it, you’re too late. Others
are circling.” So, I called the CEO, introduced myself to her — Diane Greene —
and I said, “Hey I’m really interested in
VMware and I’ll move fast.” She said,
“There are others way ahead of you,” and
I said, “We can move really fast.” So she
said, “Well, speak to our lawyer, who is
also on the board.” I gave the lawyer a
call and he said, “You’re kind of late,”
and I said to the lawyer, “You’ve dealt
with us before, you know we can move
fast. We will be good for your company.”
So, our M.&A. team went out to California, and they called me up, and said,
“You’re right, this is really cool.” I said,
“I already know that.” Then the M.&A.
team said, “We’re going to come home,
and then we’ll come back out here.” I
said, “Don’t. Take your credit cards, go
buy yourselves toothbrushes and clothes,
whatever the heck you need. Just stay
there until you get the deal done.” We
closed the deal in 10 days.
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challenges are quite uncommon in
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And it all started with the
customer?
TUCCI: Yes. You asked me how I found

out about it, a customer told me about
it. And then I heard about it from my
folks when I got back home and tested
it internally. And they all loved it. But it
started with talking to the customer.
How did you keep the board
informed and on board?
TUCCI: The board was great. We did it in

real time, and I told them why I thought
the company was so great. They were
intrigued. One board member in particular thought it was a phenomenal asset.
We paid $635 million for VMware,
which was a lot, considering it had only
$60 million in trailing revenue. But it
wasn’t going to break us and it was a
really innovative move, and the board
backed me.
Not a bad deal, considering at present VMware’s market cap is over
$45 billion and EMC still owns about
80 percent of the company. How
important was moving quickly to
making the deal?
TUCCI: It’s part of innovation. If you get

something that’s hot and you move at a
slow pace, you’ll lose it. We beat some
other players because they had to go
through cumbersome processes, while
we just ran with it and the board ran
with me. That’s how we got such a great
return.
You became CEO in 2001, exactly
when the tech bubble burst. What
was that like?
TUCCI: We had an amazing fall from

grace. In the dot-com boom, our market
cap on $8.8 billion in revenues peaked
at over $225 billion. We had about $1.8
billion in profit, so it was a pretty frothy
price-earnings ratio — I think we’d all
agree. We went from that high to just
under $9 billion in market cap when the
bubble burst. So, when I say “fall from
grace,” I’m not overemphasizing it. That
was a pretty big fall. And of course, that’s
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exactly the time period when I took over.
Let me put it this way, it was interesting.
What was your mind-set when that
happened?
TUCCI: Well, I realized it had to do more

with a bubble bursting and the fact that
the industry was going through changes
than it had to do with EMC. And if you
truly believed that it wasn’t just a blip
— that it was a sea change and that things
were not going to be the same — then
you act very differently. In my case, I
deeply believed, viscerally believed, this
was a sea change that was happening
along with the bursting of the dot-com
bubble.
Was that based on instinct?
TUCCI: Observation. It was happening

pretty pervasively, and actually I thought
it needed to happen. I mean, P/E ratios
of 120 to 130 are not sustainable. You
needed to go through a correction.
Did your experiences at Wang prepare you for what you were greeted
with at EMC when the bubble burst?
TUCCI: In my Wang days, when I became

CEO of that company, we were in Chapter 11 bankruptcy. At Wang, we had
$2 billion of creditors’ claims and about
$60 million in the bank. We were so
broken that we couldn’t even secure
debtor-in-possession financing. I think
it’s one of the only major Chapter 11
restructurings where D.I.P. financing
did not play a role. Wang had lost its
lead forever in word processing, e-mail,
office automation, and we had to rebirth Wang as something totally different. And so it was about as bad as it could
get. Now, contrast that to EMC. EMC was
still the leader and the biggest player in
information storage. There was not a
doubt in my mind that information storage was going to continue to be a great
business, so we were the leader in a great
business. We also had $4 billion of cash
in the bank, and no debt. So, even though
the bubble burst, I was sitting here saying, “Wow, this is a great hand!”

However, I used the same principles
I learned at Wang because, basically,
back then we went from making $1.8 billion in 2000 to losing about $500 million
in 2001. In 2002, we lost about $100 million. So you had to turn things around.
And when you really believe it’s a sea
change and you really believe that you
have to attack things differently, then
you have to force yourself to go through
three stages.
What are those stages?
TUCCI: The first stage is stability. It’s

kind of like a patient who’s had a major
trauma — you have an accident and you
break your leg badly and it’s bleeding.
In that case, the doctor’s not going to
come in and set your leg until the bleeding is stopped. So, you begin with stabilization. To do that, you have to figure
out what you can count on for revenue
flows and profit flows and cash flows,
and you have figure out how to attain
those cash flows and profit flows. You
have to figure out what you have to do
to get the cost base down to meet the
revenue and cash-flow base.
What did you do next?
TUCCI: That’s the basic analysis, which,

unfortunately, meant that we had to
resize the company. We went from approximately 24,000 people to 17,000
people. I made some very tough decisions. And, you know, the human side
of me was very concerned about how it
affected people’s livelihoods. And that
was tough. But I also realized that if I
didn’t do it, it would ruin the business.
So, I thought, you have to be upfront and
you have to explain as well as you can
what you have to do and assure people
that when things get better, conditions
will change. Even so, we had to cut some
good people, and that was unfortunate.
What did you do next?
TUCCI: Well, in the stabilization period

you have to communicate, communicate, communicate. And, you’re in a fishbowl. As a leader, you’ve got to make
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You have to ask,
can this person really play?
Does he or she truly value a team?

You can have conflict,
but everyone has to be marching
in the same direction.
sure you work harder than anybody else,
that you live more frugally than anybody
else and that you really sacrifice, along
with everybody else. But you’ve also got
to paint a picture of what you think can
and will happen. You’ve got to paint a
picture of optimism and success. You’ve
got to point out, “Hey, we’re No. 1 in
storage; our customer satisfaction ratings are out of this world.”

So you created a climate of hope?
TUCCI: Right. You paint a picture of the

mission, a picture of what we could be,
and you paint a picture of the vision, a
vision that says, “Here’s where we’re going.” So once you complete the stability
phase, you go into the rejuvenation phase
because you can’t save yourself back to
prosperity. In the rejuvenation phase —
if we go back to the patient analogy —
the bleeding is stopped and I’m setting
the broken leg. Then I’ll let the patient
walk on crutches and put a little pressure
on it. But in this phase, you’re setting

your strategy and thinking, “How am I
going to grow again? How are we going
to return to our former greatness?” You
develop your strategy and your tactics.
How did you approach that?
TUCCI: Well, you start with a small group,

and you get as much involvement and as
much communications as you can. And
you share the same message with all audiences. So, whether I was talking internally or whether I was talking to customers or to investors, I always gave the
same message. Here‘s what we‘re doing,
here’s why we’re doing it, here’s how it
works. And that’s what you do. You work
on it. That was in the middle of 2003.
That’s when we stood on stage and
launched our grand vision to everybody.
What did you do next?
TUCCI: We entered the third phase,
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it’s losing money, you may need to go
back to Phase 1.
Where did you come up with this
approach?
TUCCI: Basically, I learned it at Wang.

We took Wang through those three
phases. And it was unbelievable. When
we entered the stabilization phase and
we were in bankruptcy, we had about
15,000 people. When we came out, we
had 6,000 people. When we went in,
we were in word processing, office automations and so forth. When we came
out, we focused on document processing
software and desktop and network outsourcing services. It was a very different
company coming out than going in. But
we grew it to an all-time high in revenue
— not profit, revenue. So these strategies
work and I applied the same lessons
here.
How did you test whether or not
that was the right strategy?
TUCCI: There’s no such thing as a perfect

Courtesy of EMC

which is the fun phrase, which is growth.
And then, as you grow, you’re hiring
again. You’re making it clear how people
can have a great future and grow themselves intellectually, grow themselves
through their careers, grow themselves
financially and get rewarded for their
hard work. And, of course, that’s fun.
Now, if you lose your way a little, you
have to go back to the other phases. But,
if you do your job right, you should only
need to rejuvenate the organization,
the strategy, the vision, the tactics and
grow. You shouldn’t have to go back to
the stabilization phase.
Do you oscillate between the three
phases?
TUCCI: Well, you try not to go back to

stabilize, as I said. But if a company goes
through one of those sea changes, like
the bursting of the dot-com bubble, and
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strategy. I’d rather have a good strategy
that’s extremely well executed than a
great strategy terribly executed. And
you’re always balancing things. Strategies are living, breathing organisms.
You’re always morphing your strategy.
Not changing it altogether, but tweaking
it. In information technology, you’re
looking for adjacencies to expand into.
That’s what we’ve done.
How do you take advantage of those
adjacencies?
TUCCI: Since I’ve been here, we’ve done

over 70 acquisitions. Now some of these
are small companies we don’t even talk
about because we’re buying a five-person
shop and we wanted some technology.
But still, every time you do that, you’ve
got to integrate something. I’ve always
been a fan of saying “innovation is critical and investing in research and development is critical.” Even in 2002, our
down year, we didn’t cut core storage
R&D. We had the highest percentage
of R&D in our history.

What was the reaction?
TUCCI: Of course, I was being ques-

tioned. CEOs get way too much credit
and way too much blame. So if things
go well, they get way too much credit
because it’s the team that does it. And,
if things go badly, the buck stops here.
That’s just part of the game. So, yeah, we
were taking heat for investing so much
in R&D, but it was the right thing to do.
In 2003, when we stood up on a stage
and said, “Here’s our plan for growth,”
and we started to grow, after three quarters of growth in a row, we layered in
our first acquisition. But, I really believe
that you shouldn’t do acquisitions defensively. I don’t believe it’s right to say,
“I’m in such bad shape; let me try to fix
myself with an acquisition.”
You don’t think it’s right to buy
revenue, in other words?
TUCCI: Right. I’ve never been a believer

in that. I’ve been a believer in getting
your own ship righted, getting it
under way, getting real growth over
multiple quarters and then layering
in acquisitions.

Does that mean acquisitions belong
to the third phase?
TUCCI: Yes. They’re part of the growth

phase. The first part of the growth phase
is organic growth. The second part of
the growth phase is to enhance growth
by layering in acquisitions. Look, I’m
blessed with 15,000 great people in our
engineering organization. They are as
innovative as heck and making great
products. But 15,000 is a very small percentage of the people that are innovating in I.T., so to rely on them for 100 percent of growth and innovation is foolish.
What do you spend on R&D?
TUCCI: We spend 11.5 percent of reve-

nues on a cash basis on R&D. And if you
look back over the last six years, we’ve
spent about $2 billion a year acquiring
technology companies.
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“It’s all about how
we understand our
customers’ needs,
wants, how we
understand where
we’re doing a great
job and where we’re
falling short.”
Is that $2 billion included in the
11.5 percent figure?
TUCCI: No. It’s in addition to the 11.5

percent we spend on R&D. That means
11.5 percent comes out of the profit and
loss statement, and we use the balance
sheet for the acquisitions.
Spending $2 billion a year on acquisitions is an average. Some years we did
a lot more, some years we do a lot less.
But if you take that average and add in
11.5 percent based on revenue of $20 billion, it means we are spending something approaching $4.5 billion on technology, which is part of our strategy.
This company, in its heart and soul, is a
technology company, and I want to keep
it that way. Technology companies don’t
just put out good products, they put out
truly distinctive products. To do that,
they use all of their heart and soul. And if
a company loses that soul, it loses its way.
So, if you’re a bright young engineer,
is this the place to go to work?
TUCCI: We invest a ton on indigenous

innovation. What I tell our engineers is
that if there are people you admire, that
you think are doing great things, that are
friends of yours and that are out there
doing innovation in a related area, go
get them. Bring them in.
Our internal people don’t feel like,

“Wow, we’re getting all our innovation
externally.” Our indigenous innovation
is phenomenal. But what I want to do
is do both — indigenous innovation
and external innovation. We made the
decision in the rejuvenation phase that
we’re going to stay a technology company. But once we got growth back, I’m
not going to rely only on indigenous
innovation.
How do you know your innovation
strategy is working?
TUCCI: It’s a simple answer. You watch

the customers’ reactions, and you see
the product growth. Sometimes, you
have to have patience. Every product we
have isn’t an out-of-the-box home run
right away. Some of the most successful
products we’ve had took a little bit of a
ramp. Sometimes, it works out great.
You put a product out in the marketplace, and boom, the customers love it.
Sometimes, you put a product out
there and the customers want to test it
and do a trial with it for a while, and it
takes some time. So, you have to have a
little bit of patience. And where it’s not
immediate or fails to ramp as soon as
you would like, you have to go out and
be very visible. I spend at least half my
time traveling, and when I’m traveling,
I’m always visiting customers. I’m always visiting our people in the field who
are closest to our customers, and I’m always saying, “What’s the reaction to this
product?” And the customer says, “Boy,
this is really intriguing. I‘ve just got to
do more testing. I want to prototype it
longer.” I think that’s fine. If customers
said it’s just not hitting the mark, then
I’ve got to change something.
How would you describe your
leadership style? Has it changed
over the years?
TUCCI: My core leadership style hasn’t

changed, but it has morphed a lot on the
margin — and the margin is what a lot of
people see. What I’ve learned over time
is that there are three things you have to
do to be a successful CEO. One thing is

hire really talented, really smart, really
hard-working people. I’m a big fan of
intellectual brilliance blended with a
person who has drive and truly cares for
people. But hiring great people is insufficient; you have to get those people to
work together as a team. But even that
is insufficient.
What completes it is that you’ve also
got to get those great people to work
around a common vision and goal of
what we can be, what we should be and
what we’re going to be. There are obviously other things one has to do, but
those are the three core things that I focus on. You know, I want people around
me who are really good human beings.
You work so hard and so long with people, you want them to be good human
beings. You also want people who are
intellectually smart. What you want is
a good blend of E.Q. and I.Q. So, you
have to ask, can this person really play?
Does he or she truly value a team? You
can have conflict, but everyone has to
be marching in the same direction.
What are some of the events in your
life that shaped you?
TUCCI: I was born in Brooklyn, my fam-

ily did a short stint in New Jersey, then
we moved outside Albany, N.Y., when I
was 11. But what shaped my life more
than anything else was my father dying
when I was pretty young. I was the oldest of five, ages 16 through 3. When that
happened, life was different.
My father was an engineer, he went
to college on the G.I. Bill, and my mother
was a math teacher. I was always good
in math, so I think I got the math gene
from her. We weren’t wealthy by any
means, but we were middle class. Then,
when my father died, we were, let’s just
say, much less wealthy. If you’re raising
five children on a schoolteacher’s salary,
you’re hardly rich. I was the oldest, and
that shapes your life. It gives you an air
of independence, in a way. I mean, as
the oldest, I wasn’t going to burden my
mother with any of my problems, right?
That was a turning point in life. 
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Claus-Dietrich Lahrs

P
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Over the past three years, Apple’s share price has shot up by almost 500 percent, and the company
is a global superstar. Over those same three years, Hugo Boss’s share price has risen by 800 percent. Yet
the story of the German fashion house, tucked away in a far corner of Baden-Württemberg, remains
largely untold. What has been the secret of its success?
Based in Metzingen, a small town some 20 miles south of Stuttgart, Hugo Boss has experienced a
share price rise from just over €9 at the beginning of 2009 to over €80 earlier this year, valuing the company at over €5 billion. The company’s sales rose by almost 20 percent in 2011 and net income by a staggering 53 percent (to €284 million). It has been a dazzling performance in a dull economic environment, a
credit to the company’s owners, its CEO and the radical change of strategic direction that they introduced.
Since 2007, control of Hugo Boss has been in the hands of Permira, one of Europe’s leading privateequity firms. Before that, the company had a number of owners. The founder, for whom the company is
named, died in 1948 and his son-in-law took over the business. It went public in 1985 and was bought by
the Marzotto textile group in 1991. None of these owners, however, were as focused on the bottom line
as Permira. The sorts of returns it has been getting in recent years have, for the most part, only been
dreamed of elsewhere, even in the world of private equity.

Hugo
Boss’s
Retail

At the helm during this period has been Claus-Dietrich
Lahrs, a veteran fashion-industry professional. In 2008, Lahrs
was lured from the managing director position at Christian
Dior Couture in Paris back to the country of his birth. Tall and
lanky with stylishly graying hair and an open smile that must
have served him well during the years he worked in New York
as president of Louis Vuitton North America, the boss of Hugo
Boss is a perfect model for his own company’s immaculately

ush
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tailored suits and shirts.

Lahrs is also a good model for its sportswear, sold under

the Boss Green label. A keen golfer, he was proud to sign Martin Kaymer as a sponsor last year when the 27-year-old German
was briefly the world’s No. 1 golfer. Lahrs is
also enthusiastic about the firm’s 30-year sponsorship of the McLaren Formula One racing

team, the longest on the track. There is a

By Tim Hindle
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As more price-sensitive retailers have fallen victim to consumers’ belttightening and the encroachment of online shopping, luxury-goods firms have

powered ahead.

It’s all about the shops
The big strategic change that Lahrs has introduced at the
company was to turn Hugo Boss from a brand (or, rather, a
collection of brands) that was predominantly sold wholesale
— that is, through other people’s outlets, and through multibrand department and franchise stores — into a brand that
is sold predominantly through its “own name” retail stores.
Four years ago, retail accounted for 25 percent of sales and

Unbreakable China
The number of Hugo Boss’s retail outlets has more than doubled in recent years, to 622 in 2011 from 249 in 2006. China,
has played an important part in this effort. The thirst for luxury goods in China is proving to be more enduring and insatiable than almost anyone could have imagined. The market
there has been growing at about 35 percent a year for the past
few years, and almost as many new luxury-goods shops were
opened in China in 2010 as in the whole of Europe. In 2011,
China became Hugo Boss’s third-biggest market.
But the new strategy is not just about the number of retail stores that can be chalked up. It is also about the quality
of the experience that customers have when they turn up at
those stores. That too is being changed. A flagship Hugo Boss

Previous page and this page: Courtesy of Hugo Boss

McLaren racing car in the lobby of the company’s headquarters in Metzingen, and there is another inside its shop on
Sloane Square in London. Particularly valuable, he said, is the
Hugo Boss name that appears on the chin straps of Jenson
Button and Lewis Hamilton, McLaren’s two drivers. They
reach straight to Boss’s core market.

wholesale for 75 percent; the aim is to move beyond 50 percent for retail by 2015, when it is projected that sales will
have doubled to €3 billion.
For Hugo Boss, it’s a drastic change that has implications
throughout its business — for the fashion collections themselves, for the direction of future investment, and (not least
of all) for the recruitment of a different type of person, one
who is more attuned to understanding the unpredictability
of the shopper. Being on the retail front line is different in
many ways. For example, after the latest recession, in April
and May 2009, the wholesale trade was still very pessimistic
about consumer spending. But Boss was able to see from its
own stores that things were getting better, that sales were
picking up.
Lahrs is the first to admit that factors outside his control
have played a big part in the company’s success. As more
price-sensitive retailers have fallen victim to consumers’ belttightening and the encroachment of online shopping, luxurygoods firms have powered ahead.An authoritative report on
the industry by Bain & Company, a Boston-based global consulting firm, determined that the personal luxury-goods market grew by more than 10 percent in real terms in 2010 and
again in 2011. It is as if luxury-goods consumers have been
living in a different economic space from everybody else.
Like Hugo Boss, many firms in the industry have, been
going through a “strategic reorientation” from wholesale to
retail. Direct-owned retail sales today account for nearly
30 percent of luxury sales worldwide. (See interview with
Angel Martinez, chairman and CEO of Deckers Outdoor).
“Top brands are now master retailers as well,” said Claudia
D’Arpizio, the Milan-based lead author of the Bain study.
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store is to be opened on the Champs-Élysées in Paris this year,
and it “will deliver a very warm, luxurious, feel-good atmosphere,” Lahrs said.
The reason for the switch to retail, he said, is “the absolute necessity for Hugo Boss to get closer to its consumers.”
He added, “Understanding them is the most important trend
in the luxury industry.” In its own outlets, the firm is in complete control of the environment that it creates. It is able to
gather more information about its customers and to better
understand how to maintain their interest in its brands.
To keep his customers interested, Lahrs has introduced
more collections; there are now four a year instead of two,
each of them with three different “themes.” The company
needs to “offer customers a continuous stream of incentives
to visit our stores,” he said. But that requires shifting new
goods to more than 120 countries so that they can appear in
all the firm’s stores at more or less the same time.
The company’s new strategy undoubtedly requires a
quantum leap in distribution and warehousing, a shift to
what it calls “consummate logistics.” It’s a big challenge for
the information technology department, and Lahrs is spending lots of money upgrading systems and infrastructure.
But the company is not putting all its eggs in the retail
basket. Its traditional wholesale business is still being nurtured, especially in Europe and the United States where it continues to be significant. The company has signed a new deal
to sell its Boss Black label in 17 Neiman Marcus stores, which,
Lahrs said, know how to “nurture the high end of the market.”
Nor is the company ignoring the Internet, even though
Bain reckons that only 3 percent of all luxury sales take place
online. As The Economist put it recently, “few ladies who lunch
buy their Christian Dior dresses online.” But Hugo Boss expects an increasing number of premium-segment customers
to buy clothes online, if not watches and jewelry, and it has
plans to expand its online sales channels in the coming years.
In one key respect, Hugo Boss is unique: more than
80 percent of its sales are to men. Most famous fashion
houses come into men’s apparel as a follow-up to their efforts
to sell to women. For Hugo Boss, it has been the other way
around; its women’s wear grew on top of its basic men’s wear
business. In the meanwhile, it became the biggest male fragrance brand in the world. But its shops need to feel good,
first and foremost, to men and women.
It is a strong position to be in at the moment, for the men’s
luxury market is outperforming the women’s in almost all
categories. Bain said that it grew by 14 percent in 2011 compared with a mere 8 percent for women. Growth was particularly strong in China where men are more dedicated luxury
consumers than they are in Europe.
Does it require different skills to sell to men? It certainly
requires a different layout. Hugo Boss’s shirts are laid in rows,
pressed, folded and ready to be boxed. That’s how men like to
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view them. Women, on the other hand, prefer to buy shirts
off a rack, sifting through them and feeling their texture. Then
again, men like to buy a “look,” a complete outfit — belt, suit,
shoes, shirt and all — from the same source; women prefer to
shop around and put together their own look.

The Metzingen question
“Making an imprint on global tastes will continue to be the
driving force behind our industry,” Lahrs said. But can such
an imprint continue to be manufactured in what is no more
than a small town in Germany? Despite globalization, the
fashion world revolves around Paris, Milan and New York.
Those cities set the trend. Surely that’s where you need to be
to make an imprint on global tastes.
Lahrs argues that were he to move Hugo Boss’s operation
to either of those two European cities, it could not be to their
center. With more than 2,000 employees at headquarters, it
would have to be to located at a place outside the cities, which
would not be far different from Metzingen. It takes him less
time now to get into Stuttgart, with its airport, its opera house
and its two international schools, than it did from the suburbs of Paris to the Champs-Élysées. And for the sporty Lahrs,
two hours to the south is some of the best skiing in the Alps.
He maintains that being in Metzingen is no deterrent to
recruitment. Already more than 30 different nationalities are
employed within the company. Most of the senior executives
spend half their time on the road.
Moreover, the new strategy demands a different set of
skills among Hugo Boss’s staff. Modern shopping centers are
becoming more and more like entertainment centers. Increasingly, they are integral parts of covered shopping malls
where there are restaurants and cinemas to compete with as
well as a host of other luxury-goods vendors. They have to
grab attention in a very “noisy” environment.
Traditionally, Hugo Boss’s managers were expected to
prove themselves by staying for a long time in a small number of posts. The wholesale trade likes to see the same faces
year after year. But the careers of the company’s new highfliers will be built differently. The emphasis on retail will
breed managers who are less tied to the home base.
Despite this, Lahrs said, there are “strong benefits in
staying close to your roots.” And Hugo Boss’s roots run deep
in Metzingen. Although the town has been transformed in
recent years into one of Europe’s busiest factory-outlet centers, Hugo Boss still stands at its center. The company’s ultramodern headquarters and made-to-measure production
facilities sit on the edges of the town, near the spot where
the company was founded in 1924. 
Tim Hindle is founder of the London-based business language consultancy Working Words. He was a contributor to The Economist for 25
years and was editor of EuroBusiness in the 1990s.
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What Shoes Say
An interview with Angel Martinez, chairman & CEO, Deckers Outdoor

company that sells footwear and
accessories for outdoors enthusiasts as well as industrial and service workers.
Martinez, who became chairman of Deckers in 2008, is something of a footwear legend. In addition to leading Keen, Martinez has
been executive vice president and
chief marketing officer of Reebok
International and CEO of the Rockport Co. In the early ’80s, he devel-

oped the original aerobic shoe
for Reebok, which created a new
footwear category. Martinez saw
that shoe as part of a movement —
empowering women through
physical fitness.
At Rockport, Martinez added
style to the founders’ vision of
combining a dress shoe upper with
a running shoe bottom, to create
another new category — comfortable dress shoes. Rockport not only

grew, its demographics changed.
Within four years of Martinez’s arrival, the average age of a Rockport
customer dropped from 56 to 35.
At Deckers, which is based in
Goleta, Calif., he enhanced the
company’s creative environment
and its diversity, and developed
its brands.
Deckers’s largest brand, Ugg
Australia, is a global phenomenon,
a nearly universal symbol of com-

Shoes: Rick Levinson. Photograph of Angel Martinez: Gary Moss

In 2005, when Angel Martinez
was approached to become
president and CEO of Deckers
Outdoor Corp., the footwear
and lifestyle firm, he wasn’t
looking for a job. Martinez
spent more than 20 years in the
footwear business and was known
as one of the industry’s most innovative executives and marketers.
In 2005, he was co-chairman and
CEO of Keen LLC, a Portland, Ore.,
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fort and style. Ugg’s popularity
extends far beyond Australia,
where the concept was born, to
North America, Europe, Asia and
everywhere else. The appeal of
Ugg, along with its new, branded
Ugg Australia stores, has propelled
Deckers’s growth. When Martinez
arrived, Deckers had about
$200 million in revenue. In 2011,
it racked up $1.4 billion in sales.
In the highly fragmented global
footwear sector, that makes Deckers a singularity.
Martinez, who was born in Cuba
and grew up in New York City, has
worked his magic by being a keen
observer of human behavior, following his passions, and by coupling those passions with the discipline he developed as a runner. But
there is more to Martinez and his
approach to business. Paul Fireman, former chairman of Reebok
and one of Martinez’s former
bosses, said Martinez is a teacher

at heart. His method is patient, his
standards are exacting and high,
and he revels in seeing other people succeed.
Martinez spoke with Peri Hansen, senior client partner at Korn/
Ferry International, and Joel Kurtzman, editor-in-chief of Briefings
on Talent & Leadership, at Deckers
headquarters. What follows are excerpts from that conversation.
Q: Everyone says it’s the age of
Internet retailing, and yet you’re
building very distinctive Ugg Australia stores around the world. How
does that work with selling products online?
A: One’s about a transaction, the
other’s about an experience. The
stores are intended to be the experience of Ugg. It’s about what happens when you walk in the store.
It’s about how you are treated. The
stores are a reflection of our culture as a company. In our company,

we value our people as No. 1. Everything we do is about that. So,
what we want is for a consumer to
walk into any Ugg Australia store
and have a unique and positive
experience. In a store, there’s an
interlocutor, a person, who brings
the product out, who tells you about
it, and you develop a relationship.
That’s all part of it. That’s what our
stores are for, to create a unique
experience. In my view, the retail
experience will be hugely important going forward.
Q: You’ve worked in shoe stores?
A: I’ve owned them.
Q: What did you learn from that
experience?
A: I learned how to sell, which is
pretty essential. You have to understand psychology to sell. If you
don’t understand how to sell, a
customer can come in and try on
shoes for an hour and you won’t

sell them anything. That can be
pretty frustrating. So you have to
understand what matters to consumers. From selling, I went on to
learn how to create products. Selling was a building block.
Q: What products did you create?
A: The aerobic shoe, when I worked
at Reebok. I was living in California,
where I started my career. In 1981,
my wife started doing aerobics and
I went with her to classes, and I
saw all these women in bare feet
doing aerobics on wooden floors,
on concrete floors, in basements,
in church halls. Sometimes they
wore big, bulky running shoes with
leotards and leg warmers. I realized
they needed to have an aerobic
shoe, and I thought about what I
wanted it to look like.
Q: That was quite pioneering.
A: Think back to that period.
Women who were doing aerobics
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were altering their lives, my wife
included. Back in ’81, when the
aerobic movement was just starting, it wasn’t considered feminine
for women to sweat in public. When
I was in high school, for example,
girls didn’t have physical education
like the boys did. For athletics, the
girls wore white blouses and navy
skirts. Back then women weren’t
supposed to have muscles. It was
not considered O.K. It was considered masculine. And, when we
started selling our shoe, and we
had pictures of women who were
sweating in public and had muscles, it was considered a little
strange. But what I learned was
that through aerobics, women
were discovering the power they
got from physical activity and
that was changing their lives. We
were part of that.
Q: You were also creating a fashion statement that became part of

a woman’s identity, weren’t you?
A: Yes. My thing is footwear and
I came upon the idea — I don’t
know how — that a person’s footwear is somehow iconic of who
they are. I was a serious runner.
Back then, footwear became my
statement that I was a runner. Not
a tennis player, not a basketball
player, but a runner. When running
shoes became a defined category
in the late ’60s, my shoes defined
me not just to myself but to other
runners. The only people wearing
running shoes at the time were
runners.
But that’s not all. Back then,
running shoes were hard to find.
This was pre-Nike. So, I had to go
to a distributor in Berkeley, California, where I lived. I went down into
the guy’s basement, and he had
these shoes and he was a runner
and you bought shoes from him.
And because the only people wearing these shoes were other runners,
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if you saw someone on the street
wearing those shoes you immediately knew who they were and you
started a conversation.
Later, when I developed the
aerobic shoe, it was the same thing.
At the beginning, the only people
who wore aerobic shoes were aerobics enthusiasts and instructors.
In my view, shoes are an icon. They
convey a person’s attitude and
point of view. You can tell a lot
about people from their shoe
choices.
Q: What can you tell?
A: You can tell if someone’s frivolous or whether they’re practical.
You can tell if they have expensive
taste. You can tell whether they
value comfort over style. You can
tell if they’re detail-oriented. You
can tell how much time they spend
on their feet. You can even tell
what they do for a living, generally
speaking. You can tell if they’re

creatures of habit. Most men, for
example, buy the same footwear
over and over again. There’s a lot
you can tell about a person if you
know something about footwear.
Q: Are you saying footwear is a
badge of membership?
A: Yes. You are signifying you are a
member of the basketball universe,
or of the tennis universe, or that
you are an outdoors person, as in
Deckers Outdoor. There is a club
of women who wear shoes by the
designer Manolo Blahnik. There’s
a mindset and an attitude that’s
common and consistent within
that group. Ugg is that way too.
There is a cohort of people who
really love Ugg for everything it
does for them.
Q: Did Ugg, as a brand, emerge
just like it is today, or did it evolve?
A: It evolved. Ugg would have
stalled and withered away. Luckily
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My philosophy is, “What got
me here won’t get me there.”

I came in at the right time, and I
realized we had to evolve it. The
core values that make the Ugg
brand are universal. Those haven’t
changed. Everyone loves a little
luxury. Everyone loves that tactile
sense of comfort and coziness.
There’s universal appeal to the
product, and it crosses every culture. There’s something about
sheepskin that does that.
Q: It was quite a small brand when
you joined the company. But now,
anywhere you go in the world, you
see Ugg. How do you keep it fresh?
A: You have to dream about it. You
have to have a vision for it — for
the brand and what it can become.
There’s an element of Ugg that’s
essential. All great brands come
from that. They all start from some
great idea and from some great
item. Something everybody loves.
But, over time, if the vision is clear,
the brand evolves into a statement,

even into an iconic representation
of a particular point of view.
There have been a lot of trends
and fashions in shoes. But there
haven’t been a lot that have been
sustainable. There is comfort, which
is represented at its apex by Ugg.
The truth is, most people I know,
after they discover comfort, don’t
want to go back to discomfort. No
one says, “I liked it better when I
was uncomfortable.”

but it’s really heavy, you put it down.
You don’t buy it. If it looks soft and
it’s actually hard, you put it down.
You don’t buy it. If it looks cushioned and supportive, and you pick
it up and it’s stiff and firm, you put
it down. You don’t buy it. You have
to cross the tactile threshold to buy
the product.
The third component is intellectual. That’s when you ask yourself the question, “I wonder how
much it costs? I wonder how these
Q: How do you think about footshoes will work on the trails I hike?
wear brands?
I wonder if I can work in these all
A: There are four key components
day?” These are things you ask
of a great footwear product and
yourself.
brand. They are logical and consisThe fourth component is the
tent and easy to explain, especially domain within which Ugg lives,
to sales organizations. The first is
the domain in which the original
visual. A product has to look a cerReebok aerobic shoe lived. That’s
tain way, it has to have a certain
the emotional domain. That’s when
style, a certain visual appeal.
you say, “I love these. I love the
The second component is tacway they make me feel. I love the
tile. You pick it up in the store. You way they make me look.” Footwear
try it on. You wear it. If it looks light, does all that. Nothing else does all

those things in the same way.
Q: How do you convey that sense
of brand throughout the company?
A: It’s easy to convey a thought
that’s true. If you make it up, people won’t buy it. Most things are
pretty basic. We all react to the
same inputs. So you have to understand what people respond to.
That’s also true for companies.
Every company has a set of core
values that are true for that company. As long as you don’t deviate
from those core values, you will
attract people of like mind, which
is critical to support and develop
a brand.
Q: Can you teach or train people
to fit into the culture of your
company?
A: There’s a certain amount of resonance that has to be there. You’re
not going to change a leopard’s
spots — and I’m not going to try.
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I’m too busy. I tell our people not
to waste time with that. You can
tell when you’re interviewing
someone whether they are of a
right mind. We created what we
call the Deckers way. And it’s
pretty easy. If I ask you, “What
does the word ‘collaborate’ mean?”
— and, if your answer is, “I collab
orate really well when everyone
agrees with me,” then that person
is probably not suited for us.
Q: Do you have the right talent
working at Deckers Outdoor?
A: Yes. You know, a lot of young
people gave up hope of finding a
place to work like Deckers Outdoor.
When they got here they really
liked it and they decided to stay.
We don’t have to motivate those
people. They motivate themselves.
They appreciate being here. It’s all
about what the company is, what
it stands for, and the kinds of products we make.

Q: What are your challenges with
regard to talent?
A: The biggest challenge is that as
we grow the level of complexity increases. When I joined in 2005, we
were doing about $200 million in
revenue. Now we’re at about $1.4
billion. Because of that growth,
every job morphs into something
unrecognizable very quickly. Every
six months, each job is new and
we have to commit to the training
and development to keep people
successful. That’s why we pay so
much attention to reviews.
Q: What sort of reviews do you do?
A: We use every method — 360s,
anything we can do to make the
review meaningful. First, it’s a conversation, we don’t just fill in the
blanks. We try to spend time, energy and care getting to the root
of someone’s expectations for
themselves and also our expectations of them. We decide and dis-
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cover whether they are in the right
role and whether they would like
to be in a different role. That’s a
process. It doesn’t stop. It’s not
once a year. In fact, it never stops.
These reviews include me, too. I
go through the same process.
Q: Ongoing, honest reviews require high levels of trust. Doesn’t
that make people feel vulnerable?
A: Yes. Of course. But trust is one
of our core values. I’m not immune
to having these very same conversations. Am I keeping up? And, because of our growth, I also have to
reinvent my job every six months,
too. It’s part of the game we’re all
in. My philosophy is, “What got me
here won’t get me there.”
Q: What do you mean by that?
A: I grew up in the Bronx. And,
if I didn’t believe that philosophy,
I would still be living there. I
wouldn’t be doing what I am doing.

I also wouldn’t have become a very
good runner. The lessons of running are important to me. Self-discipline and consistency. If you have
an objective — to make it onto the
Olympic team — everything you
did to get to where you are, won’t
get you to where you want to go.
That’s because where you are is the
foundation for where you are going. Nothing happens vertically.
Everything happens in plateaus.
It’s how we learn. We need time to
absorb, to be comfortable, to not
be overwhelmed. My big problem
with corporate America is that the
plateau has been cut out. If you’re
on a plateau, corporate America
calls it coasting. But that’s just not
true. When you’re on a plateau
you’re just getting ready for the
next challenge. You’re wrapping
your head around what it’s going
to take, how you’re going to do
it. You’re trying to balance things.
There’s nothing in business that’s
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all straight up. At the end of 35
years, it may look like it’s been
straight up for me, but it hasn’t
been. The plateaus are just as
important as the verticals. We
need to pay attention to that.
Q: How do you make sure the
company’s goals and values are
followed?
A: It takes consistency. I wouldn’t
trust that there was something
called gravity if every once in a
while someone stepped off a building and floated up into space. It’s
consistency that makes me trust
it. If you have a stated set of values
and you don’t apply them consistently, then people won’t trust
they’re real. You also have to live
your values. If you have someone
at a senior level and they’re not
living the values, then they have
to leave, or there has to be a correction made. And we’ve had some
of that here, unfortunately. And

when that’s the case, I haven’t hesitated in making changes. It’s what
you have to do. It’s what people
expect. Our expectations have to
be high for everyone. Level doesn’t
matter. We have very high expectation about how to behave and
perform, and it applies to everyone
and there aren’t exceptions. People
learn through consistency.
Q: What about work-life balance?
A: I don’t feel it’s right to sell your
life to the company and work 14hour days and sacrifice your family.
That’s a myth that’s being spun.
Kids are being told they have
to sacrifice everything to have a
career. That’s just wrong. Work
smarter, be more innovative, be
more creative. Yes. We need to do
that because everything we do
here can be done somewhere else.
But I don’t believe in 14-hour days.
And that’s not the case here. I
don’t want that kind of employee.

And it’s not the best employee.
Work-life balance is part of our reviews. The best employee is someone who’s happy and balanced and
puts their family — their home
family — first. Then there’s this
family, the work family. I think it’s
easier to take care of your work
family when you’ve taken care of
your home family. We really do try
to create an environment where
we treat everybody the way we
treat our own families, as best as
we can. Sometimes there’s a falling out. That’s true of all families.
But you manage it the best you
can, and you emerge with dignity.
Q: You were born in Cuba and
immigrated to the United States.
How did that influence you?
A: My earliest memories are not of
Cuba but of the Bronx. I was raised
by my guardians — my grandmother’s sister and her husband.
I recall never being told what I

couldn’t be. That was never a conversation in my house. We were in
America, and the reason we were
in America was that you could be
anything you wanted to be. So
there were never any limitations
put on me. The one core component was education. My guardians
were very insistent about me
studying. But they really never had
to tell me to study because I did it
naturally. My guardians impressed
on me that everything was possible through education. That point
of view was quite a gift.
Q: Did you ever feel like an
outsider?
A: No. I never felt alienated the
way an outsider might feel. But I
was an observer of a strange set
of behaviors, and I do recall some
of the discrepancies in terms of
people’s living conditions. I had
friends who lived on the Grand
Concourse in the Bronx. They lived
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With our brand, you’ll wear
out our footwear, then you’ll
get another pair. That’s what
we’re about.
in pretty nice apartments compared to where I lived, and I noticed it. But it didn’t make a difference to me. It was just a reality. I
remember telling my guardian that
I wanted to someday live in one of
those apartments, and they said,
“That’s fine. You can do that.” So
there was always a sense of possibility. Nothing was ever impossible.
Q: In your industry, fashions
change quickly. Did your background help you develop your
powers of observation?
A: I don’t want to go overboard on
that. My guardian’s husband was
retired. He had been in a serious
motorcycle accident and broke 104
bones in his body. He could walk,
but he had some pretty serious
physical limitations. At one point,
he thought it would be a good idea
to rent a candy stall in the subway
and sell candy to people as they
got on the trains. I would go help

him on weekends. In the winter,
with the wind blowing through the
stall, it was something — very cold.
This being New York City, my job
was to keep people from stealing
stuff before they got on the train.
A train’s doors would be open, and
some people would grab armfuls
of whatever they could take, and
jump on the train. My job was to
stand there and make people feel
guilty so they wouldn’t steal. But
what’s interesting is that I learned
how to read people. I got to the
point where I could tell who was
going to steal in advance. I could
even tell what they were going to
steal before they did it! New York
is beautiful for learning how to
observe people, especially in my
neighborhood. I guess I developed
some observation skills working
in the candy store.
Q: Where did you get your sense
of fashion and style?
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A: No. It’s not that I have a sense
of style. It’s just that I wear what I
want to wear, and it turns into a
sense of style. I never think about
it. It’s very authentic for me. When
I was running Rockport, we acquired the Ralph Lauren footwear
company. It was a tiny little company, and I got to spend time with
Ralph Lauren. Ralph’s brother once
told me that when Ralph was a kid,
he was always a natty dresser. He
grew up not far from where I grew
up in the Bronx. As a kid he always
had to have his shirts ironed.
All the other kids were running
around in T-shirts and dungarees,
and Ralph had creases in his pants
and a nicely pressed shirt because
he insisted on it. It had to be that
way. He had this movie in his head.
He’s famous for it.
Q: What do you mean by having
a movie in his head?
A: You go into the Ralph Lauren

building and people talk about
Ralph’s movie. You’re either in his
movie or you’re not. There are certain cars in his movie, certain people in his movie, certain clothing
in his movie. That movie is called
the Ralph Lauren brand.
It’s not for everyone. I don’t fit
in that movie, for example. You’d
never see me in a Ralph Lauren ad.
But I’m in my movie and consumers identify with certain things in
that movie, and it helps them define who they are. It helps them
with their aspirations. We’re an
egalitarian brand. That’s our movie.
With us, you can have luxury and
it won’t cost you $1,000, and you
won’t wear it twice and throw it
out. With our brand, you’ll wear
out our footwear, then you’ll get
another pair. That’s what our
movie is about. That’s what our
experience is about. It’s about
comfort and affordable luxury.
That’s our movie.
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Peri Hansen with
Angel Martinez

Gary Moss

Wearing the Client’s Shoes

Peri Hansen, Senior Client Partner in Korn/Ferry’s Consumer Markets, connects with Deckers’ lifestyle brands on a personal
level. A native Southern Californian, Peri grew up near the beach in a family that embraced an outdoor lifestyle. Beach volleyball, surfing, hiking and camping were the norm. For Peri, brands like UGG Australia, Sanuk and Teva embody that active
lifestyle while offering casual comfort. With its recent launch of the UGG Collection, Deckers has kept pace with Peri’s interest in edgy, trend-inspired footwear. “Deckers knows its consumer and has a great ability to anticipate what I want next.”
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Success

TIME

Down
is often achieved

by those who don’t know

failure

that
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is inevitable.

—Coco Chanel
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“Once in a while

you get shown
the light in the
strangest of
places if you
look at it right.”
— from “Scarlet Begonias”
by The Grateful Dead

Learning by
Acquisition:

How Culture
Trumps Size
By Glenn Rifkin

Each armed with a pint of
their popular Vermont-based
ice cream, Ben & Jerry’s
co-founders Ben Cohen, left,
and Jerry Greenfield, right,
feed Unilever U.S. CEO Richard
Goldstein Monday, May 1, 2000,
in Unilever’s New York offices.
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In April 2000, when Unilever, the then-$45
billion Dutch-English consumer products
giant, announced its acquisition of Ben &
Jerry’s, the socially conscious, touchyfeely, Vermont-based ice cream maker,
the general response was predictable.
“Ben & Jerry’s Sells Out” was a typical business section headline in the morning
papers and on the Internet. “Everyone, it turns out, has a price,” lamented Wired
magazine, while pointing out that Ben Cohen and Jerry Greenfield, the “hippies” who founded the popular brand in 1978, really didn’t want to make the
deal. As the new millennium approached, giant corporate vultures were hovering above the publicly traded, under-performing Vermont institution with
hungry eyes and a takeover seemed inevitable. Inside there was turmoil as
some wanted to sell and others did not. Cohen and Greenfield tried to orchestrate their own buyout but could not generate an offer high enough to prevent
Unilever from prevailing.
Cohen released a statement trying to put a positive spin on the deal. “While
I would have preferred for Ben & Jerry’s to remain independent, I’m excited
about the next chapter,” he said and then quoted the above Grateful Dead lyrics.
The consensus seemed to be that the deal would signal the end of Ben &
Jerry’s well-established and respected triple bottom line: “Make Great Products, Deliver Solid Profitability, and Work Towards Progressive Social Change.”
This was a company that donated 7.5 percent of its profits to charity, paid living wages and offered better benefits, supported local farmers and growers
in Third World countries who produced some of its ingredients, and believed
that its progressive social mission was as important as its profits.
Surely a conglomerate as big as Unilever had other ideas and it would undoubtedly swallow the brand, remake the culture and transform Ben & Jerry’s
into a profit-driven marketing engine that would eventually become unrecognizable to its legions of fans.
But a funny thing happened on the way to the inevitable makeover. A
dozen years after Unilever plunked down $326 million for the Ben & Jerry’s
brand, the progressive, activist, socially responsible culture that was Ben &
Jerry’s is alive, well and spreading its version of caring capitalism all over the
world. And rather than crush the spirit out Ben & Jerry’s, Unilever, a $58 billion global powerhouse with more than 400 brands and 165,000 employees,
has remade its own corporate mission to reflect the socially conscious ideas
that Ben & Jerry’s was built upon. The very profitable tail, in this case, is wagging the extremely satisfied dog.

Protesters in front
of Ben and Jerry’s
in Burlington, Vt.,
in 1999 voiced
their opposition to
Unilever’s planned
acquisition of the
ice cream company.

The Price for Sustainability
In a departure from what happens in most acquisitions, Ben & Jerry’s was able
to negotiate an agreement with Unilever that included the retention of the
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smaller company’s board of directors. The board’s mandate was to preserve
and protect Ben & Jerry’s triple bottom line while Unilever tended to the business end of things. Granting such independence in perpetuity to an acquired
company is not simply unusual, it is nearly unheard of. Even with that, the
acquisition was hardly smooth, and the first eight or nine years were fraught
with the usual trauma — customer dismay, layoffs, culture clashes — that
wreaks havoc on most such acquisitions. Despite the pain, and with Jostein
Solheim, a Unilever veteran and now Ben & Jerry’s third CEO in 10 years
firmly in place, the two organizations survived most of the distress of these
often-daunting couplings. Both have benefitted from the marriage.
“It definitely took time for the two companies to get used to each other,”
said Kevin Havelock, president of Unilever’s Refreshment division, “For Ben
& Jerry’s, a small company making great ice cream in Vermont, to suddenly be
part of a very big company with different processes and business systems and
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results, it was uncomfortable at first. For Unilever,
acquiring an organization that was more intuitive,
more gut-feel to the way it approached things and
with very strong positions on values, it wasn’t always
easy. It was an up-and-down relationship, but it has
held together because the social mission provided a
glue, and there was good success rolling out new
products and new innovations. But it’s been a real
two-way learning.”
In fact, Ben and Jerry’s is not the only socially responsible player acquired by a giant company. As the
global marketplace, over the past decade, has come
to value companies with sustainable, green, organic,
socially proactive bona fides, a long list of acquisitions have been completed with varying degrees of
success. Among those acquired: Stonyfield Farm by
Groupe Danone in France, Honest Tea by Coca-Cola,
Tom’s of Maine by Colgate-Palmolive, Zappos by Amazon, The Body Shop by L’Oreal, cereal maker Kashi
by Kellogg, Iams pet food by Procter & Gamble, Cascadian Farms by General Mills and more each year.
And what has become clear as these deals have
multiplied is that success — as measured in enhanced financial results and marketplace perception
— is generally based on how clearly and thoughtfully
the acquiring company has considered why it is making the deal.
Though this is the case in any successful merger or acquisition, it
is particularly pertinent in the
realm of caring capitalism.
“You have to understand what
you are buying,” said Philip H.
Mirvis, senior fellow at the Social
Innovation Lab at Babson College
and an expert on mergers and acquisitions in the CSR (corporate
social responsibility) space. “You
are not only buying a brand, but an organizational
way of making the brand authentic. You are delivering not only a socially responsible product but one
that is really good. If you don’t understand those
pieces and manage that as part of the integration,
you risk losing and ultimately undermining the
brand.”
If a corporate giant is simply seeking a shortcut
to a halo of social responsibility, these deals will inevitably be troubled. “There are plenty of companies
presenting themselves as caring capitalists,” Mirvis
said. “But if it is not rooted in how they make and
source the product and how they really do business,
then it is just a phony advertising campaign.”

buying a brand,
but an organizational
way of making the

brand authentic.”

Acquisitions happen for lots of reasons: quick
access to new geographical markets, extensions
to product lines, new technologies, scalability, enhanced revenue streams, added girth. Companies
that make these kinds of CSR acquisitions are clearly
looking for the profitable bump they hope to generate from consumers who are more and more often
making buying decisions related to socially conscious considerations. Numerous surveys over the
past decade have confirmed that a brand’s social
content makes a significant difference in consumers’
purchasing decisions and that if aligned, those attributes can lead to powerful brand loyalty and increased sales. According to the Natural Marketing
Institute, the LOHAS (Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability) market was nearly $300 billion in 2008,
and as the global economy continues to stir back to
life, that number can only grow.
“Identifying trends and brands of the future is
an amalgamation of science, art and serendipity,”
said Deryck Van Rensburg, president and general
manager of Venturing and Emerging Brands (VEB)
at Coca-Cola. “It starts with a research-based understanding of what the consumer is looking for, as well

© Dan Hallman/Corbis Outline

“You are not only
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Barry Nalebuff and Seth Goldman,

prefer to remain independent and step to the beat
of their own drummer. Socially responsible entrepreneurs build companies with passionate employees and a serious commitment to the triple-bottom
line philosophy, and the best performers generally
reflect the most committed of entrepreneurial teams.
Selling the company is generally a last option in the
quest for growth, scalability, broader distribution
and the cash to keep building the dream.
“These are not people just looking for money,”
said Gary Hirshberg, founder and chairman of Stonyfield Farm, who sold an 85 percent stake in the
organic yogurt company in 2001 to giant Groupe
Danone in France. “These are entrepreneurs looking
to make a difference, and an acquirer has to show
respect and that it understands that.”
An acquiring company that deliberately or inadvertently trifles with such passion is likely to find
itself in a quagmire.
“Culture is a tricky thing,” said Michael Distefano,
chief marketing officer at Korn/Ferry and a veteran
of several acquisition experiences. “It is like fingerprints; no two are alike in any two organizations.
The acquirer has to ask a series of questions about
what prompts a merger. Are you buying a brand,
revenue, a market, a niche product or the people?
As with any other asset, how important is it to retain
the acquired company’s culture?”

founders of Honest Tea.

Making It Work

as a point of view about where consumers are likely
to be in the future. We recognize through these
trends that many of our consumers’ identities are no
longer defined by gender, age or geography, but by
lifestyles and values. Consumers are demanding that
brands go beyond benefits. They want to know how it
will impact their life, community and environment.”
For many corporate giants, the lure of a fastgrowing, widely admired smaller entity is too good
to pass up. “There are good businesses with strong
market niches and in some cases, a huge number of
brand fans,” Mirvis said, “So it’s logical for companies to use these to expand their product lines and
maybe even do some R&D in the socially responsible
consumer space. And there is the potential that such
an acquisition will somehow teach the larger company about socially responsible business and add to
its reputational cachet.”
Not surprising, such corporate marriages are
fraught with perils well beyond the usual M&A concerns. Most of these “do well by doing good” players

For Seth Goldman, the co-founder and CEO of Honest Tea, a Bethesda, Md.-based beverage maker, preserving his company’s culture is critical. And selling
the company to Coca-Cola in 2011 triggered a series
of new challenges.
When Coke’s Venturing and Emerging Brands
group first approached Goldman in 2007 about making an investment in Honest Tea, Goldman had to
consider the fallout for his fast-growing and popular
brand. How would loyal consumers react to an
organic, Fair Trade, environmentally friendly brand
getting into bed with the world’s largest purveyor
of fizzy water? Honest Tea had ambitious plans —
to become the world’s first mainstream organic beverage — and it would need significant resources to
make that a reality. Coke, seeking its next billiondollar brand, could surely provide those resources,
but at what cost to the brand?
Coke, whose soft drink sales were in decline, was
eager to invest in smaller, high-potential beverage
companies, and Honest Tea fit directly into the sweet
spot (pardon the pun). For Goldman, the agreement
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Finding the Perfect Partner
Gary Hirshberg, a pioneer in the organic

He would sell Danone a 40 percent stake

walked away from the negotiating table on

food movement and co-founder of Stony-

in Stonyfield, and if they delivered on a list

numerous occasions, always believing the

field Farm, the organic yogurt maker based

of additional and specific demands, Da-

deal was dead. But Group Danone, whose

in Londonderry, N.H., was in an enviable po-

none could buy an additional 45 percent

CEO Franck Riboud, Antoine Riboud’s son,

sition in 2000 when suitors for his com-

two years later. However, the linchpin to the

was also a vocal proponent of sustainable

pany came calling. Unlike Ben Cohen and

deal was that Hirshberg would retain three

business, proved to be an adept acquirer.

Jerry Greenfield, Hirshberg didn’t have to

of the five board seats in perpetuity to

sell. Having co-founded Stonyfield in 1983,

maintain control of the company.

he’d never taken the company public and he
had no need or desire to cash out and retire.
“I did not want to sell and I didn’t have

“If they wanted to buy their way into
Stonyfield and prevent competitors from
getting in, those were the terms,” he said.

“There’s no way this deal would have
happened without Franck Riboud at the
top,” Hirshberg said. “He is a very progressive and entrepreneurial leader.”
After one particularly distressing

to,” he said. “I started this company with the

“What I learned and my most powerful

meeting in New Hampshire, Hirshberg left

goal of changing how the world feeds it-

piece of advice to others is, if you don’t ask,

convinced the deal was dead. But Riboud

self. I believe that organics are a prerequi-

you’ll never know.”

called him and invited him to lunch in Paris

site for sustainable life on the planet, and I

While outsiders considered his demand

to discuss it.
“I flew over and we had a long lunch,”

thought we had a proven model on a small

“preposterous,” Hirshberg was undaunted.

scale. I always believed that the only way

Watching the agony at Ben & Jerry’s con-

Hirshberg said. “Here’s this guy leading a

that organic was going to be a big part of

vinced him that he would not do a deal he

$20 billion company taking a couple of hours

the global food system was to prove it was

“absolutely wasn’t happy with.” But seren-

to get down to the core issues about organ-

highly profitable.”

dipitously, Hirshberg found a perfect part-

ics and climate change. And he said, ‘Stony-

ner in Group Danone. Danone’s founder,

field represents an ethic that we have to

ry’s struggle with a corporate sale, Hirsh-

Antoine Riboud, had believed deeply in his

adopt if we are going to be successful in the

berg was acutely aware of the pitfalls.

company’s social mission. During a mile-

21st century. We need you more than you

What prompted him to begin negotiations

stone speech in Marseilles in 1972, Riboud

need us.’ He rescued the deal.”

with Groupe Danone, the $26 billion French

said, “I firmly believe that we can be both

dairy food and water multinational, was

efficient and human. Let us conduct our

cial Innovation Lab at Babson College, the

a desire for a cash infusion that would al-

business as much with the heart as with

Stonyfield-Group Danone relationship is

low his investors to finally be paid back for

the head.”

an illuminating example of how the best of

Having seen his friends at Ben & Jer-

their vital support.
Negotiating from a position of strength,
Hirshberg laid out his audacious demands.

Nonetheless, Hirshberg’s deep-seated
distrust of big companies made the twoyear negotiation tense and stressful. He

struck in 2008 — a 40 percent stake in Honest Tea for
$43 million for a limited but significant partnership
— made good business sense. And the Coke management team made it clear that Coke was seeking more
than just profits from the acquisition. Coca-Cola, one
of the world’s iconic brands, was in the midst of serious soul-searching about the future of its business
model and corporate mission.
“When the Coke management team presented
the investment concept to the Coke board in 2007,
they put up a visual pictogram showing the three
megatrends of health and wellness, environmental
responsibility and social responsibility,” Goldman
said. “They showed three circles, and there was one
small point where all three of those circles overlapped with each other and that is where Honest Tea
is. Their point was that this convergence would become the standard for doing business and that every
company will be expected to make their decisions in

To Philip Mirvis, senior fellow at the So-

such deals can succeed.
“They connected with Stonyfield, not
only because it was a great brand but to

a way that recognizes their obligations and opportunities around health and wellness, sustainability and
social responsibility.”
“Investing in entrepreneurs like the team at Honest Tea provides us with a source of innovative ideas
and energy, allowing us to launch VEB internal innovations in a different way,” said Coke’s Van Rensburg.
“For example, Honest Tea’s approach to sustainability
was a terrific complement to our own efforts, and it
brings a significant capability to VEB with its strong
natural channel sales force.”
Understanding that Coke viewed this as a business approach it needed to emulate, Goldman felt
comfortable inking the deal. Coke retained the right
to buy all of Honest Tea after three years and in
2011, did just that. The results for Honest Tea (though
Coke won’t break out profit figures) have been impressive, according to Goldman. Before the Coke deal,
Honest Tea was sold in 15,000 stores nationwide. By
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push forward the whole organic movement,
along with sustainable farming and product development,” Mirvis said. “Both companies are very mission-driven from their
founding.”
For Danone, the Stonyfield acquisition
has had a stellar payoff. Revenues have
skyrocketed from $78 million in 2000 to
more than $360 million today. According to
Hirshberg, Danone also got a firsthand lesson in an entirely different business model,
one in which gross margins are much
lower than Danone’s but net margins are
the same. “We pay our farmers a lot more,
but we make sure there is no profit sacrifice to doing that,” Hirshberg said. “Danone
learned that from us.”
For Stonyfield, Danone provided worldclass industrial know-how in manufacturing and processing systems and greatly
enhanced the company’s efficiencies and
metrics. “They helped us make more money
and become less wasteful. We’re a worldclass manufacturer now,” said Hirshberg,
58, who stepped down as CEO in January
2012 but remains chairman. “And best of
all, they gave me peace of mind. I’d always
carried the burden of paying off my investors, some of whom were my mother and
mother-in-law. Now I can sleep at night.”

AFP/Getty Images



summer 2011, the beverage was available in more
than 80,000 stores and is expected to climb to more
than 100,000 sometime this year, including 1,500
Target stores and 6,000 CVS outlets. Honest Tea’s
revenues have more than tripled since 2008, according to Goldman.
More important to Goldman is that Coke seems
to be in lockstep with Honest Tea’s sustainability
agenda, collaborating on many environmental and
social initiatives that demonstrate Coke’s commitment to a new mission. Honest Tea’s authenticity, he
pointed out, was built upon sustainability, organics,
Fair Trade — all potentially questionable characteristics when consumers hear that a company like CocaCola is investing. Those are not equities necessarily
associated with the Coke brand.
“What we were really doing was asking our customers to accept the same Honest Tea that they always accepted but with the understanding that we
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—Glenn Rifkin

were now owned by a different company,” Goldman
said. “We demonstrated our commitment to our ideals by completing our conversion of our teas to full
Fair Trade certification four weeks after the deal with
Coke was signed. Instead of taking it down a notch,
we bumped it up a notch!”
Goldman acknowledges the inevitable challenges. When the first Coke investment was announced in 2008, Honest Tea lost several accounts.
And due to the giant corporation’s bureaucracy,
Honest Tea cannot move as quickly to market with
new products as it did as an independent entity.
But for Goldman, the upside far outweighs the negatives. In order to change the American diet, instill
the value of organics and spread its reach far beyond
Whole Foods and natural food co-ops, Honest Tea
required Coke’s massive global scope and reach. And
the key to the acquisition’s success was the threeyear collaboration before the final acquisition. “The
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After demonstrating his value, Goldman was able
to make and be granted an unusual demand, that
he retain a portion of his own personal equity in the
company. In so doing, he would have skin in the
game and demonstrate publicly to his employees that
he was sticking around. Without the three-year relationship, such a demand would not have been realistic. “They wouldn’t have known who I was and how
I acted, so they would have said no,” he explained.
Of course, the road to acquisition nirvana is
always paved with good intentions. What happens
when the inevitable conflicts arise? Not long after
Coke made its initial investment in Honest Tea, the
relationship was tested. Honest Tea offered a line of
Honest Kids beverages, and the label on those bottles
included a promise: “No high fructose corn syrup.”
Coke objected to the language, believing it cast a negative light on Coke’s use of the sweetener in many
of its offerings. Goldman refused to change the statement, pointing out the importance of this promise
to parents buying products for their children.
“At the time, Coke was a minority owner, so they
backed off,” Goldman said. “We also used the situa-

tion as a great lesson for all of us on both sides. We
got them to agree, before we put together the final
operating agreement, that we need to be able to
keep putting in language that is meaningful to us
and to our consumers. And it still has that same
language on the package today, and now Coke owns
the company.”

After the Honeymoon
Clearly, the details of a legally binding agreement are
crucial in setting transparent and effective expectations in any acquisition. But sometimes even that
cannot guarantee tranquility. Up in the idyllic green
mountains of northwest Vermont, the Ben & Jerry’s
crew had to endure long stretches
of discontent before reaching its
current state of bliss. A company
that produces ice cream flavors
such as Schweddy Balls and Chubby
Hubby must have an exceptional
sense of humor. But that didn’t obscure the trauma of the takeover.
Unwanted or hostile takeovers
are never easy. In Unilever, Ben &
Jerry’s had a savior who offered the
best of an undesirable situation.
Jeff Furman, a social activist and
long-time chairman of the Ben &
Jerry’s board, said the company
was vehement in its determination to remain independent. “We didn’t actively seek a suitor, and we
weren’t looking to do this,” he said.
But having gone public in 1984, and with most
of its original, like-minded investors having cashed
out, the company knew its shares were in the hands
of institutional investors who were concerned about
the ice cream maker’s performance. A takeover began to seem inevitable. Stonyfield’s Hirshberg introduced Unilever to Cohen and Greenfield in hopes
that there might be a more comfortable fit.
Neither Cohen nor Greenfield were running the
company anymore but they remained active, especially on the social mission side. The buyout “was a
painful moment for them emotionally,” said Furman.
(Cohen and Greenfield declined to be interviewed.)
In the early years after the acquisition, Furman said,
“both sides were not comfortable with each other.” The
feeling was that it was a strain to get needed information, and some doubted that there was an “open and
honest commitment on both sides to make this work.”
Cohen and Greenfield distanced themselves from the
company, though they never severed ties completely.

Courtesy Ben & Jerry’s

best way to protect your interest is to demonstrate
your value,” Goldman said.
Van Rensburg agreed. “The three-year period was
extremely important as it provided both organizations a unique opportunity to build our relationship
and learn about the core competencies each could
contribute to the growth of the brand.” The minority
stake also gave Coke a vantage point from which to
assess how Honest Tea’s presence would impact the
Coca-Cola business and culture. “Watching Honest
Tea encouraged us to obtain organic certification at
three of our facilities,” he said, and to establish “a
state-of-the-art tea brewing and filtration system at
a bottling plant.”
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Furman said the Ben & Jerry’s board did not have
the powers of a real board of directors. It had a contractual relationship but not the responsibilities of
most boards. For example, it could make recommendations on the CEO’s bonus but it could not hire or
fire the CEO. It was focused mainly on the third aspect of the triple bottom line, the social mission, and
for a long time, it felt that Unilever was not interested in pursuing a truly progressive social agenda.
Perfunctory attempts to support environmental concerns didn’t impress anyone. “Leading by progressive values really means something to us,” Furman
said. “It didn’t feel like the energy was there.”
In fact, Unilever’s origins are surprisingly harmonious with Ben & Jerry’s philosophical underpinnings. Founded as Lever Brothers in England in 1885,
the companies that would later become Unilever
took an activist role in improving hygiene and nutrition as well as living conditions. For example,
founder Lord William Hesketh Lever invented a new
soap for working class women during the Industrial
Revolution. Unable to afford the luxurious soaps
used by the wealthy, these women were forced to use
lye to remove the dirt and grime. Lord Lever’s Sunlight Soap was intended “to make cleanliness commonplace; to lessen work for women; to foster health
and contribute to personal attractiveness.”
In the new millennium, Unilever has launched
its “Sustainable Living Plan,” an ambitious effort
aimed at halving the environmental footprint of all
of its products by the year 2020. Unilever’s Havelock
credits its relationship with Ben & Jerry’s for teaching the corporate giant about initiating stretch goals
that really test the organization. “We’re helped by
having an organization like Ben & Jerry’s, where that
has always mattered so much,” he said. “We’re learning from an organization that has always put stretch
objectives into areas such as this, about how to find
completely new Fair Trade, sustainable sources of
product.” In just the past couple of years, the relationship has warmed substantially.
The arrival of Jostein Solheim, an 18-year Unilever
ice cream division veteran, has made a significant
impact. Unilever’s increased social activism also
helped, but according to Furman what really shifted
the mood was a decision on both sides to eliminate
the bickering and move the organization forward.
“We stopped arguing about what happened last week
and decided to try to make the agreement work from
a fresh start,” Furman said.
Cohen and Greenfield, roving brand ambassadors,
have re-emerged in a visible way. The company, with
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Unilever’s support, has pressed for approval of samesex marriage and campaign finance reform, while
Cohen and Greenfield publicly announced support
for the Occupy Wall Street movement. Havelock
stated that Unilever has always understood that
Cohen and Greenfield are activists with strong viewpoints. “They are free to have those views, and we
respect those views,” he said, though not going so far
as to suggest that Unilever will publicly endorse all
their positions. “It’s great that they are positively
engaged and enjoying this phase of Ben & Jerry’s life,”
he added.
The new detente is real, according to Ben & Jerry’s
rank and file. Kirsten Schimoler, a senior food scientist in the company’s South Burlington, Vt., headquarters, worked at Unilever’s food division in its U.S.
corporate offices in Englewood Cliffs, N.J., for four

Unilever’s Havelock credits its relationship with Ben & Jerry’s for teaching the
corporate giant about initiating stretch
goals that really test the organization.
years before transferring to Ben & Jerry’s two years
ago. “When I first got here, there were different people in leadership, and there was a sense that it was
Ben & Jerry’s versus Unilever,” she said. “It’s definitely become a lot easier to work together lately, and
the cross-pollination is happening more and more.”
From a pure business perspective, the acquisition is an unquestioned success. Ben & Jerry’s has
grown every year since the acquisition and has more
than doubled its revenues. With Unilever’s worldwide reach, its global supply chain, production and
research and development facilities, the brand is
stronger than ever and is available in nearly 30 countries. By any measure, it is a crown jewel in Unilever’s
brand portfolio.
David Stever, Ben & Jerry’s vice president of marketing, is a 23-year veteran who has seen the before
and after. “It’s been like five different companies in
that time period, so it’s evolved and changed,” he said.
“Right now, I would say that we are as Ben & Jerry’s
as Ben & Jerry’s has ever been.” 
Glenn Rifkin has written for The New York Times, Fast Company,
Strategy + Business, and many other publications.
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in the front of an airliner, far from

the noise and cramps of the economy section,

people get drowsy in those comfortable chairs, lulled by the steady
engine thrum and mild electronic blinks and beeps.
D r o ws y e n o u g h t o f a l l a s l e e p .

Which is a problem, when those people happen to be

the pilots.

On the morning of Feb. 13, 2008, for example, pilot
Scott Oltman and co-pilot Dillon Shepley of Go Airlines
were supposed to land their jet at Hilo on the island of
Hawaii. But neither was awake, so the plane overshot
the airport, until, after 17 minutes, the control tower’s
frantic calls finally roused the pilots. Then, too, at the
beginning of 2011, two major-airline pilots fell asleep
for about 10 minutes on a long Europe-based flight.
(The BBC, which reported this lapse, didn’t disclose the
airline or the route, though it did interview one of the
pilots. “When I woke up,” he said, “it was a big adrenaline rush.”) Also in 2011, a sleepy Air Canada pilot mistook the planet Venus for another airplane and put his
plane into a dive to avoid a collision with the planet.
In fact, in a recent survey of 492 pilots commissioned by the British Airline Pilots Association, 45 percent complained of the consequences of insufficient,
irregular or troubled sleep, and 20 percent reported
that their flying skills were “compromised” as a result.
That jibes with a team of Malay scholars’ 2009 survey
of 125 airline pilots in Southeast Asia, which reported
that “almost all agreed that fatigue is a common occurrence in their flight operations and when fatigue really
occurs, it is a serious safety issue.”
Not that aviation is uniquely sleep-deprived. According to the U.S. National Institutes of Health, sleeplessness has been identified as a factor in many disasters, including the nuclear plant accidents at Three
Mile Island and Chernobyl, the Exxon Valdez oil spill
in 1989 and the Bhopal chemical leak in 1984. One-fifth
of all serious car crashes in the United States are caused

by sleepy drivers, as are half of all fatal truck crashes.
Lack of sleep, in fact, is a major problem for workers
in all industries, all over the world.
One 2006 study of Japanese workers, for example
estimated that sleep deprivation costs Japan 3.5 trillion
yen (about $31 billion) every year in lost productivity
and accidents. A 2011 survey of South Korean workers
found they were losing about two hours a week in productivity to the effects of sleep loss. Similarly, estimates
of sleep deprivation’s impact on the United States in
the 1990s were $41 billion lost to absenteeism and forgone productivity and at least $77 billion in the costs of
accidents, alcoholism and depression stemming from
sleeplessness.
In the past decade or so, researchers have found that
sleep-deprived employees engage in more absenteeism
and presenteeism than do the well-rested. Workers who
haven’t slept well are more likely to arrive late and leave
early. They’ll need more time for their tasks and will
have a harder time focusing because of the toll sleep
deprivation takes on their attention and concentration.
They will be quicker to grumble and lash out, because
sleep loss impairs the frontal brain regions most involved in self-monitoring and self-control. (In the 2008
Sleep in America survey, 40 percent of respondents
said fatigue had made them act impatiently with coworkers.) They’ll need closer monitoring in all aspects
of the job, including the supply closet and the time
sheet.
According to a study published last year in the journal Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes,
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in this bind. According to a 2011 survey by the U.S. National Sleep Foundation, 43 percent of Americans older
than age 13 say they rarely or never get a good night’s
sleep on a weeknight, and 60 percent say they constantly
have some kind of sleep problem (snoring, waking up
too early, sagging instead of feeling refreshed in the
morning). The vast majority estimate they are getting
about a half-hour less sleep a night than they need to
feel their best.
A similar study in the United Kingdom found three-
quarters of the Britons surveyed said they had trouble
with concentration as a result of sleep problems, and
64 percent said they were less productive at work. A
2000 study found that 35 percent of Swedish adults
claimed to have had difficulty sleeping within the previous three months.
Some people are genetically exempt from these
miseries — they just don’t need much sleep. However,
the majority of adults need to sleep well over six hours
a night. Willpower can’t change that fact; if you think
it can, you’re probably failing to notice the impact that
lack of sleep has on your performance.

Michał Dziekan (all)

sleep-deprived workers behave less ethically. In the
study, Christopher Barnes of Michigan State University’s school of management had volunteers report their
own scores on a test, rewarding higher scores with
more pay. The difference between honest people and
those who cheated? The cheaters had slept, on average,
22 minutes less than the others. In the statistical analysis, Barnes and his co-authors wrote, “the effect of sleep
duration on cheating was quite strong.”
Of course, anyone who has had to cram for a test or
meet a tough production deadline or had a child or two
can tell you that sometimes in life, sleeplessness is inevitable. But there’s a difference between a life with the
occasional sleepless night (unexpected supply crisis, unbreakable deadline) or sleepless period (startup company, new baby) and a steady, relentless “sleep debt”
that is never repaid. People can and do rebound from
the former all the time. (It is, in fact, quite possible to
“catch up” on lost sleep.) It’s when there is no opportunity to restore sleep that the bad effects multiply.
And all signs suggest that an increasing number
of people all over the developed world find themselves
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In a striking study in 2003, Hans Van Dongen and
his colleagues at the Sleep and Chronobiology Laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania measured the
performance of three groups of volunteers over two
weeks. Some slept eight hours a night, some slept six,
and others slept four. Every two hours during the day,
the research subjects completed a computer test of
their attention and responsiveness. Those who slept
eight hours a night did fine on the task, consistently
from day to day. But for those who slept six hours, the
cumulative of lack of sleep degraded their performance
on measures of attention, speed and mental accuracy.
By the last day, they were performing like people who
had not slept at all for 24 hours.
Those results suggest that most

adults need six to
eight hours of regular sleep to perform well. Yet around the developed world,
millions of people aren’t getting that much rest.
According to the latest National Sleep Foundation
poll, some 15 percent of U.S. adults between the
ages of 19 and 64 say they sleep less than six hours on
weeknights. And a 2000 Japanese study found 29 percent of Japanese adults get less than six hours a night.
Why would millions of people deprive themselves
of this essential rest? Some, of course, have unsuspected medical problems. For example, Oltman, one

of the pilots who fell asleep on the Go Airlines flight,
was later diagnosed with severe apnea: when asleep
at night, he would stop breathing for a moment, wake
up and instantly go back to sleep. Apnea sufferers can
wake up hundreds of time in a night, and — no surprise — show all the signs of sleep deprivation during
the day. But because the moments of waking are so
short, they are often completely unaware that their
sleep is in turmoil.
Most people, though,
are failing to get to
sleep for reasons
that have more

to do with their jobs, their fears
and their lifestyles than with any
medical condition.
It’s often speculated that people lose more sleep
nowadays because there are more demands on their
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attention from their gadgets. Not long ago, our ancestors settled in for the night when darkness fell, because
they had no light of their own. Today you can be as
actively engaged with all your stressful problems at
2 a.m. as you were at 10 the previous morning. And,
of course, the all-times-and-all-time-zones nature of
globalized business makes you more anxious to stay
alert. Something important could happen at any time,
wherever you are in your sleep-wake cycle.
But the validity of that explanation depends on
some hard-to-prove assumptions about the supposedly
restful nights during the millennia before global supply chains and BlackBerries. Yet for centuries, notes
A. Roger Ekirch, a historian at Virginia Tech, sleep
was noisy, smelly and uncomfortable for most human beings. Often their beds contained fleas, lice and
three or four snoring relatives; the chamber pot had
to be emptied (or its smell willfully ignored) and the fire tended, lest it go
out and make the room even colder.
Next doo
r, other people (or the
family’s
cows or
pigs)
made the
ir various
night noises.

The cumulative effect of
technological progress and
“creative destruction” is to make
workers less likely to sleep well.

These changes have made the world richer and
more technologically advanced, but they haven’t made
it more comfortable psychologically. Human beings,
like the other primates, are stressed by uncertainty.
They’re especially stressed by uncertainty about important resources like future income. And they’re even
more stressed by uncertainty about social status. (One
way to give a monkey a heart attack, says the Stanford
primatologist and stress expert Robert Sapolsky, is to
keep introducing it to unfamiliar monkeys, forcing it
to figure out who’s on top and who’s subordinate.)
Consider, in this light, the 21st century economy.
In it, as never before, “past performance is no guarantee of future success,” and workers, no matter what
their skills today, cannot be sure of how they’ll fare in
20 years. Compensation is much more likely now
If people toda
y
to depend on performance measures, so that a
aren’t sleeping
worker’s
standing relative to others is no longer
han their
worse t
fixed from year to year. The cumulative effect of
cestors, technological progress and “creative destruction” is
distant an
it does seem that
to make workers less likely to sleep well.
To see how such global trends can affect day-towe’re getting less
day life, look no further than the average office. A few
rest than our pardecades ago, it was a place of predictable, discrete
ents and grandparspaces: big ones for top management, lesser ones for
ents. Part of the reason is undoubtmiddle-level employees and so on down. Today, a
edly technological — compared to
worker in a developed country is far more likely to
people in 1950 or even 1975, we have more ways of
work in an “open-plan” office, without walls, barriers
keeping ourselves stimulated, and in a globalized econor corridors. It’s a good metaphor for the changes
omy it’s more likely that something will need our
wrought by the 21st century economy: closed doors
attention at 3 a.m. But there are other differences beand immutable pathways giving way to transparency,
tween work today and in 1975 — differences that may
access and constant communication.
be a more important part of the explanation.
Open-plan offices, it turns out, are bad for sleep.
Of course, people the world over are losing sleep
In a 2008 review of research on the effects of openover the effects of a limping global economy. But one
plan offices, in the Asia Pacific Journal of Health Manageunderlying shift predates the crisis of 2008. Since the
ment, Vinesh G. Oommen of Australia’s Queensland
1980s, throughout the world economy, stability and
University of Technology and his co-authors concluded
consistency have ceded ground to creative destruction
that the layout is associated with higher levels of stress
and disruptive change. Companies chasing shareholder
and conflict, high blood pressure and, therefore, staff
value no longer protect inefficient units; workers facturnover. “The evidence we found was absolutely
ing competition from emerging markets can no longer
shocking,” Oommen told an interviewer. The lack of
count on a lifetime of security.
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barriers in the open office made interruptions more
common and subjected many employees to higher
noise levels.
It’s not hard to suspect a link between a stressful
workplace and sleep trouble. And in a 2008 study of
Swedish workers, Christina Bodin Danielsson of Sweden’s Royal Institute of Technology found just such a
connection. In the study, published in the journal Environment and Behavior, Danielsson and her colleagues
asked each worker to describe his or her quality of sleep,
on a scale ranging from “very good” to “very bad.” In the
responses, some 28 percent of employees in the wallsand-corridors type offices reported that their sleep
wasn’t so good. But for open-plan offices, the figure was
46 percent for medium-sized businesses and 43 percent
for large ones.
There probably isn’t much that a manager can do
about the global drivers of sleeplessness. Information
technology, industry-wide disruptive changes and the
triumph of flexibility over predictability are not going
to be reversed any time soon.
However, the pervasiveness of sleep deprivation,
and its impact on workers, also can’t be denied. If lead-

ers can’t reverse the worldwide trends, they can at least
accept reality, and admit that sleep-deprived workers
need to be managed differently.
One insight that emerges from the research is that
the more workers are afflicted by sleep troubles, the
less they should be relying on their own judgment, intuitions and emotions. Replacing those flawed internal
methods should be objective and transparent external
guarantees of quality, “simple, measurable and transmissible,” as the surgeon and writer Atul Gawande puts
it in his book “The Checklist Manifesto.”
A World Health Organization study found that
hospitals that used a master checklist in surgery (which
forced doctors and nurses to pause, communicate and
align their actions) managed to cut their post-surgical
death rates in half, and reduced major complications
by 36 percent. To put it concretely, Gawande says, of the
4,000 patients involved, 150 were spared serious postsurgical problems and 27 lived, who, in a hospital without checklists, would have died.
After replacing workers’ frayed internal judgment
with external, objective guidelines, leaders might also
ask themselves about workplace conditions or policies
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that promote sleep trouble. Maybe you don’t have chairs
in the cafeteria because you want employees to eat at
their desks. Maybe in your shop, employees laugh off
stories about workers sleeping under those desks for a
few hours between endless stints on their projects. If
so, you’re facilitating a culture hostile to the need for
sleep. It’s worth thinking about change.
A manager’s style and attitudes undoubtedly affect
employees’ ability to sleep, especially when the employee feels competing pressure from family or other
aspects of life. In one study, Harvard epidemiologist
Lisa F. Berkman and her colleagues tracked 393 employees who were juggling their jobs with demanding
caretaker roles at home. Where managers were open
and supportive of their teams’ family needs (as measured by their willingness to alter work schedules and
discuss other ways to balance job and family obligations) their employees slept, on average, a half-hour
more each night than did those who worked for unsympathetic or inflexible bosses.
With the world economy still limping precariously
along, it may seem difficult to advocate more sleep for
workers on your team. But the notion seems to be
catching on. Last year, for example, Volkswagen agreed
with its German trade unions to stop sending e-mails
to employees in their off hours. For those below senior
management, the company’s servers stop routing
e-mails 30 minutes after their work hours end, and the
blackout continues for each employee until 30 minutes before he or she is due to return to work. Similarly,
at the beginning of this year Brazilian law was changed
to require overtime pay for workers who respond to
work e-mails during their off hours.
Given what’s known about the effects of sleep loss,
these adjustments aren’t just about making nice: when
people have adequate time for sleep, they work better.
A decade ago, for example, the Minneapolis High School
District made a concession to the night-owl habits of
teen-agers, and moved its school starting time from
7:15 a.m. to 8:40. Students got more sleep and, according to a University of Minnesota assessment, their attendance improved and fewer of them reported being
depressed. Similarly, a National Institutes of Health
study found that nurses who work 8.5 hours at a time
commit 3.3 times fewer medical errors than nurses
who work 12.5-hour shifts.
The short-term payoffs of burning the candle at
both ends are easy to see. As Edna St. Vincent Millay
famously wrote, “it gives a lovely light.” But sleep
deprivation leads to substandard work, impulsive
actions, even unethical decisions. Those consequences
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What Is It For?
What makes sleeping so essential? So essential that,
for instance, total sleep deprivation kills faster than
starvation? “Clearly, no general agreement yet exists,”
writes the prominent sleep researcher Jerome M. Siegel
of the University of California at Los Angeles. Siegel and
other researchers suspect that quiet sleep, when we
aren’t dreaming and are “dead to the world,” creates a
window for the repair of brain cells that have been damaged by free radicals — the highly reactive compounds
produced by normal metabolic activity. This may be why
smaller animals, with their faster metabolism, need to
sleep much more than larger creatures, like humans,
who need seven or eight hours a night, or elephants,
which get by on three.
During a normal night of sleep, this quiet rest alternates with periods of vivid brain activity, which causes
the sleeper’s eyes to dart about rapidly as the brain sends
signals to muscles all over the body (signals which are,
fortunately, usually suppressed). During this “rapid eye
movement” stage of sleep, we dream.
Explaining it remains the Holy Grail of sleep research,
but one tantalizing piece of evidence was discovered
by Siegel and his colleagues in the 1970s: REM sleep
marks a change in the behavior of cells that produce
important neurotransmitters — chemicals essential to
mood and motivation — including serotonin and histamine. At other times, these cells are busily producing,
but during REM sleep, they shut down. Perhaps, Siegel
suggests, the brain would become desensitized to these
signals unless it could get a break from their chemical
clamoring. If so, REM sleep provides that vital recuperation period.

may take time to be felt, so management doesn’t always see the connection between lack of sleep and, say,
cheating on expense accounts and time sheets. But the
connections are there. Sooner or later, sleep deprivation leads to failure. As Millay wrote, that candle
burning at both ends will not last the night.
David Berreby (david@davidberreby.com) writes the Mind Matters blog for Bigthink.com and has written about the science
of behavior for a number of leading publications.
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Viewpoint

by Richard Hooper, C.B.E.

	After X Years,

The CEO Should GO
The thought behind this
essay began in an unlikely,
noncorporate place.
I was checking the proofs of the latest book by my wife, Meredith Hooper,
published for the centenary this year
of Capt. Robert Falcon Scott’s fateful
last expedition. She describes how the
death of Scott and his four companions
returning from the South Pole (having
been beaten to it by the Norwegian
Roald Amundsen) overshadows and
rewrites the whole story of the expedition: “Accounts of what happened
shifted to take account of what was
to happen. Writing, and thinking, accreted ‘hindsight bias’: understandable,
unavoidable and insidious. No one
wished to challenge the overriding
narrative. To dislodge the tone and beat
of the powerful and moving story that
had swept into the imagination of a
world audience.”
It suddenly occurred to me that
chief executives sooner or later, after
x years, inevitably fall into the trap of
hindsight bias. Consciously or unconsciously, they become more concerned
with justifying yesterday’s decision
and creating the ”overriding narrative”
of their legacy than with making the
optimal decision for tomorrow. Yet, the
best decision for the company’s health

tomorrow may require acknowledging
that yesterday’s decision was a bad one.
At some point then, irrespective of performance, might not the CEO begin to
be a liability?
Nonexecutive directors like me are,
according to Britain’s Combined Code,
probably past our sell-by date after six
years: “Any term beyond six years for a
nonexecutive director should be subject to particularly rigorous review and
should take into account the need for
progressive refreshing of the board.”
Could this not be equally true of executive directors?
I was discussing this idea with a
chairwoman recently, and she made
the point that it is not just the individual CEO’s problem. She pointed out
that over time the whole company “becomes lined up behind the CEO’s idiosyncrasies.” When I mentioned this to
Joel Kurtzman, the editor in chief of
Briefings, he immediately thought of
the considerable amount of research
devoted to Groupthink, the mode of
thinking that happens when the desire
for harmony in a decision-making
group overrides a realistic appraisal of
alternatives.
Hindsight bias overlaps with another form of bias. We process data in
skewed ways. Information that supports existing views is welcomed,
while that which does not is rejected.
This phenomenon is known as confirmation bias.

If you accept that the CEO should
go after x years because of the growing
dangers of hindsight and confirmation
bias and Groupthink, then what is the
value of x? It is probably in the range
of five to seven years — which is when
nonexecutive board members in Britain are encouraged to move on. Among
other reasons, it is thought that they
become too close to management, losing objectivity and distance from the
canvas.
I believe that the CEO should depart after a fixed term irrespective of
performance. Boards and shareholders
(not to mention CEOs) may find this a
step too far. But there are a number of
good reasons. Hindsight and confirmation bias are insidious. They do not happen suddenly; they creep up on the organization and may not become visible
until it is too late. In managing the
CEO’s expectations, the chairman and
board may find it useful to state up
front on appointment that the CEO
should expect a term of around, say, five
years. This obviates the need for difficult, surprising and embarrassing discussions with the CEO around Year 4.
There are two problems with my
argument — one almost the inverse
of the other. A predetermined tenure
could lead a CEO to focus only on
short-term goals, seeking to ensure
that he or she is a hero after x years
through profit-pumping. This could
actually jeopardize the longer-term
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future of the company. It is often said
that a great engine of the German
economy has been the small and medium-size Mittelstand companies and
that their success can be attributed to
long-term thinking. Such companies
are often family-owned, and the CEOs
have clear motivation to leave the
companies in great shape for sons and
daughters in succeeding generations.
The second problem is known in
the City of London as “kitchen sinking”
and concerns the behavior of the new
CEO. A new chief executive may be motivated to pour scorn on his predecessor and to initiate one-time accounting
actions to clean up unsuccessful past
actions. Such steps reduce profits and
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the share price, but improve the outlook for the CEO’s own share options
and future heroism. A recurrence of
this every five years would damage the
accretion of shareholder value.
There is no obvious solution to this
conundrum. Awareness of it would be
a good start. All of us on boards should
be actively and continuously aware of
the power of hindsight bias, confirmation bias, legacy building and Groupthink in ourselves and in others.
Indeed, boards and chairmen
should sharpen their skill at foresight
bias. Niccolo Machiavelli got it right
in 1532: All wise princes ”consider not
only present but also future discords
and diligently guard against them; for

being foreseen, they can easily be remedied, but if one waits until they are
at hand, the medicine is no longer in
time as the malady has become incurable; hectic fevers ... at their beginning
are easy to cure but difficult to recognize, but in course of time when they
have not at first been recognized and
treated, become easy to recognize
and difficult to cure.”
Richard Hooper has devoted his career to the
media and communications universe, having
held senior executive posts in the BBC, government research and development, British
Telecom, new media and satellite television.
He was named a Commander of the British
Empire by Queen Elizabeth II in 2006 for his
service to the communications industry.
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In

Review
The World is
Changing More
Than You Think
Capitalism 2.0

T

he firestorm encircling capitalism for the past half decade may well
be unprecedented. Global economic
chaos marked by a relentless recessionary cycle and cataclysmic geopolitical events has spawned more than
the usual slings and arrows aimed
at the iconic system upon which
these agitated markets have been
built. Simultaneously, in flourishing
emerging economies, capitalistic
principles are being refashioned and
embraced by a surging middle class
and burgeoning luxury class, offering stark contrasts to geographies
that are marred by conflict, a dispiritingly one-sided concentration of
wealth and a growing recognition
that the tenets of capitalism are ripe
for reconsideration.
Not since Adam Smith has the
future of capitalism faced such
daunting challenges and uncertain
prospects moving forward. Western
capitalism, in both the United States
and Europe, is under siege, from
the onset of the Great Recession to
the Occupy Wall Street movement,
and though few believe that the system itself is in danger of collapse,
there is very real debate about what
is next for capitalism. For business
leaders, that conversation is fast becoming less academic and more influential in setting strategic direction for their organizations.

Into this maelstrom comes the
timely and astute new book “Standing On the Sun: How the Explosion
of Capitalism Abroad Will Change
Business Everywhere” by Christopher Meyer (with Julia Kirby). Meyer,
the founder of Monitor Talent, a unit
of the Monitor Group and author
of “Blur: The Speed of Change in the
Connected Economy,” has long been
an incisive observer of business
strategy. Here, he offers a rational,
insightful and comprehensive prognosis for the future of capitalism.
Drawing on the lessons of evolutionary biology, Meyer points that capitalism is a system and systems evolve
and adapt. Indeed, capitalism has
changed before — remember the
tectonic shift from agriculture to industrialization — and it will again.
His premise is straightforward
and though not particularly original,
Meyer compiles an eloquent and
well-balanced treatise on what is
happening and why. “It isn’t simply
that capitalism will increasingly happen elsewhere,” he writes. “It’s that,
taking root in different soil, capitalism itself will grow into something
new.” And in order to find a vantage

point at which to accurately consider
this metamorphosis, Meyer, quoting
M.I.T. physicist Richard Morley, suggests that the best view is “standing
on the sun.”
Unlike many pundits, Meyer
bases his blueprint for change on
years of travel in search of thriving
real-world examples to support and
illustrate his case. For the busy executive, “Standing on the Sun” is a
must-read simply because it is both
thorough and perceptive.
Capitalism adapts, Meyer says,
like any complex system. “What
changes?” he asks. “Two big ones:
the world’s growth will no longer
come from today’s high-income
economies (they now consume 77
percent of the world G.D.P. — but
only 32 percent by 2050). Second,
just as industrial technology gave
form to the fast-growing economies
of the twentieth century, information technology will shape the emerging economies of the twenty-first.
As some businesses thrive and others struggle in this new low-income,
high-growth, globally connected,
digital native environment, the rules
will evolve for everyone.”
As Meyer states, a dramatic
change in the environment — in
terms of geography, demography
and ethnography — means that all
the old bets are off. “Businesses
follow the money and we’re in the
midst of a dramatic shift of the economic center of gravity to different
regions of the globe,” he writes. “It’s
not only that the growth of demand
is coming from new markets; it’s
also that societies hosting this economic efflorescence are markedly
different from those that capitalists
focused on in the second half of the
twentieth century.”
His prognosis: expect two full
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decades when the shape of capitalism will be in the most rapid flux in
history.
Sprinkling the book with colorful corporate examples from around
the globe, Meyer is a sure-handed
storyteller who can bring a marketplace in Phnom Penh to life and
make an Indian entrepreneur sparkle with insight. Most readers are
well aware of the emerging BRIC
nations and the numbers that continue to startle. Goldman Sachs, for
example, estimates that 2.4 billion
income earners globally will attain
middle-class status in the decade
2010-20. The ratio of those middle
class consumers in the BRIC countries to those in the G7 will be 2 to 1.
It is the implications of these dramatic demographic shifts that Meyer
lays out so vividly. He paints a sharp
picture of the impact of technology
on these emerging markets, pointing
out how old barriers are falling and
the definitions of the terms “capital”
and “ownership” are changing.
Meyer is uneqivocal. “In the coming decades, brilliant ideas for business, economic, and social innovations will come from everywhere,
but it will be in the green fields of
the rapidly growing emerging economies that the next generation of
capitalism will take hold,” he writes.
Given the shifting landscape,
Meyer expects variant forms of cap
italism to evolve and co-exist. One
aging system will not simply give
way to something overbearing.
Western capitalists will need to rethink the one proxy for value they’ve
been taught since business school
to embrace — financial returns for
shareholders — and focus on value
itself, in all its myriad forms, from
profit to sustainability to corporate
responsibility.

In other words, the traditional
black and white view of how to do
business will evolve into a brilliant
full-color panoply of opportunities.
“Our suggestion is that no one
who has the capability to look at
something in all its rich dimensions
should be satisfied seeing it in only
one,” Meyer says. More important,
a system that is not evolving and
growing is dying, and this biological
reality creates pressure to embrace
new ways of thinking.
Capitalists must rethink ways to
measure outcomes and reconsider
which measurements offer real value.
For example, Meyer illustrates the
restrictive view that G.D.P. provides
and suggests the support of a concept
first offered by the King of Bhutan,
Jigme Singye Wangchuck. Rather
than measuring total economic output, the king mandated a new measure, Gross National Happiness, or
G.N.H., as a truer barometer of value.
A happy society, he posited, is preferable to one focused only on economic prosperity. Such heresy back
in 1972 when the king made his pronouncement has filtered rapidly
into emerging economic philosophy
in many geographies. In 2009, for
example, France’s President Nicolas
Sarkozy pointed out the inadequacy
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of G.D.P. in measuring national
wealth and called on world leaders
to “stop emphasizing G.D.P. and replace it with a measure that quantifies well-being as well as economic
strength,” Meyer reports.
For savvy executives, philosophical conversations about the future
of capitalism are well and good. But
Meyer brings his discussion to the
business strategy level. “Firms will
have to learn to succeed on new
terms,” he writes. He offers a reformulation of some basic rules:
Rule One: Learn to See Results in
Color. That means learning to measure the real value sought by stakeholders, not simply financial returns
for shareholders.
Rule Two: Internalize Externalities.
Learning to measure the impact an
enterprise is having on the world,
both good and bad, and taking steps
to make up for the negative ones and
take advantage of the positive ones.
Rule Three: Enjoy the Evolution.
Rather than gaining the market
power to extract monopoly rents in
a zero-sum game, companies must
create new value through meaningful innovation.
Rule Four: Give It Away Until You
Charge For It. Managers must seek
to create more value for more stake-

CHEATERS NEVER
PROSPER…OR DO THEY?
A series of experiments has
revealed that people of high
socioeconomic status are
more likely to cheat to win a
prize, cut off drivers and
pedestrians, take candy from
children, and pocket extra
change handed to them in error
rather than give it back.
Source: Los Angeles Times
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holders from collaborative rather
than combative behavior.
Rule Five: Operate for Benefit. The
old formula has been for organizations to compartmentalize any support of social goals apart from the
for-profit work of the enterprise. In
the new capitalist model, leaders
must accept that every enterprise
produces a mix of financial and other
value types. The business model

should be designed to optimize that.
Meyer writes that he is worried
that capitalism in the U.S. may be
at the forefront of risk because of
the innovator’s dilemma — “the inability to let go of its past successes.”
To avoid catastrophe, a new view is
required.
“Perhaps it is too much to claim
that today’s captains of industry believe our current version of capital-

ism is working exceptionally well,
but it is probably fair to say that most
have accepted it as the only system
workable at all,” Meyer says. “But now
they are beginning to understand
that they have been seeing their
world and their work in drab black
and white terms. The Technicolor
moment is upon us.” The victors will
emerge from those who seize that
colorful moment.

This sometimes dense but consistently surprising and enlightening work is not for the faint of heart
or for those looking for a Gladwellesque popular culture kind of read.
Kahneman makes the reader work
hard, do some serious contemplation, work out brain-teasing experiments and reconsider pretty much
everything we’ve all been led to believe about the way we perceive and
analyze our way through life.
An Israeli-American whose pioneering work with Amos Tversky on
decision-making led to the 2002 Nobel Prize in economics, Kahneman is
among the leading thinkers in the

field of behavioral economics.
As Kahneman points out, traditional economic theory, as practiced
by the so-called Chicago school of
economics, believes that “faith in
human rationality is closely linked
to an ideology in which it is unnec
essary and even immoral to protect
people against their choices. Rational people should be free, and they
should be responsible for taking care
of themselves.” Behavioral economists, however, reject this “rational
agent model.” Life is more complex
for behavioral economists than for
true believers in human rationality.
For behavioral economists, freedom
has a cost, which is borne by individuals who make bad choices, and by
a society that feels obligated to help
them.” Does the sub-prime mortgage
crisis leap to anyone’s mind here?
At the book’s outset, Kahneman introduces two fictitious characters,
the automatic System 1 and the effortful System 2, and explains what
he calls “the uneasy interaction” between the two. Though these two
systems do not actually exist, they
provide an elegant basis for understanding how the mind processes
the ceaseless signals and experiences
of a human life. System 1 is our intu-

Our Brains
Made Us Do It
Decisions In Spite
of Ourselves

A

bout midway through his remarkable new book, “Thinking, Fast and
Slow,” author Daniel Kahneman
writes that “the amount of evidence
and its quality do not count for much,
because poor evidence can make a
very good story. For some of our most
important beliefs we have no evidence at all, except that people we
love and trust hold these beliefs. Con
sidering how little we know, the confidence we have in our beliefs is preposterous — and it is also essential.”
If there is a single sentence that
can sum up this important tome
(and one is hardly enough), it would
be this one. Because what Kahneman,
the Nobel Prize-winning psychologist and professor emeritus at Princeton, has constructed is nothing
short of a milestone, multi-dimensional inquiry into the way we think
about the world in which we live.
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Hal Mayforth

itive, automatic mind at work, instantly processing stimuli as it is
encountered, and making quick,
sometimes logical, often illogical
decisions on the spot. “System 1
registers the cognitive ease with
which it processes information,”
Kahneman explains, “but it does not
generate a warning signal when it
becomes unreliable.” System 2 kicks
in, or should, to slow things down
and process thoughts in an orderly
fashion to construct some methodical understanding of a given situation. System 1 is driving a car on
an empty road; System 2 is parking
the car in a narrow space. System 2
ought to save us from our bad decisions, but alas, it is more than a bit
indolent and it is also working exclusively from the signals of System 1.
Though “Thinking, Fast and
Slow” is a cross-over book aimed at
a broad readership, Kahneman had
to be at least partially focused on
both political and business leaders
as he wrote it. For chief executives,
the book is a must-read because it
forces them to reconsider nearly
every aspect of leadership and how
they process data and make decisions. In the chapter “The Illusion
of Understanding,” for example,
Kahneman takes straight aim at
the conventional wisdom that has
spawned the hero-worship of CEOs
over the past couple of decades.
“The sense-making machinery
of System 1 makes us see the world
as more tidy, simple, predictable and
coherent than it really is,” he writes.
“The illusion that one has understood the past feeds the further illusion that one can predict and control
the future. These illusions are comforting. They reduce the anxiety that
we would experience if we allowed
ourselves to fully acknowledge the

ROLLING THROUGH THE YEARS
2012 marks the 25th anniversary of the business traveler’s best
friend: the rolling suitcase. An airline pilot came up with the concept by
changing the physical orientation of luggage from horizontal to vertical,
and adding large wheels and an extension handle. Source: Travelpro

uncertainties of existence. We all
have a need for the reassuring message that actions have appropriate
consequences, and that success will
reward wisdom and courage. Many
business books are tailor-made to
satisfy this need.”
However, while Kahneman
agrees that CEOs do influence performance, the evidence suggests
that “the effects are much smaller
than reading of the business press
suggests,” he declares. In fact, the
research illustrates that the best
CEOs improve the odds of success
by just a few percentage points over
weaker, less impressive CEOs who
rely mostly on luck.
In using the business bestseller
“Built to Last” as an example, Kahneman claims that the message of that
book and similar such works is that
good managerial practices can be
identified and that good practices
will be rewarded by good results.
“Both messages are overstated,” he
writes. “The comparisons of firms
that have been more or less successful is to a significant extent a comparison between firms that have
been more or less lucky. Knowing
the importance of luck, you should
be particularly suspicious when
highly consistent patterns emerge
from the comparison of successful
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and less successful firms. In the presence of randomness, regular patterns
can only be mirages.”
Given this disconcerting truth,
Kahneman is quick to point out that
this is not a knock on business leaders as much as a fallout from the way
our minds work. Without a serious
warning bell to alert us to bad decisions and errors in judgment, we are
easy prey for accepting and following a poor choice. “The voice of reason may be much fainter than the
loud and clear voice of an erroneous
intuition, and questioning your intuitions is unpleasant when you face
the stress of a big decision,” he
writes.
To this end, organizations are
better than individuals when it
comes to avoiding errors because
they naturally think more slowly and
have the power to impose orderly
procedures. “At least in part by providing a distinctive vocabulary, organizations can also encourage a culture in which people watch out for
one another as they approach minefields,” he concludes.
“Thinking, Fast and Slow” has
generated a significant amount of
buzz since its publication and it is
poised to become the next “Tipping
Point,” armed with a greater degree
of difficulty and a higher reward. 
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Parting Thoughts

by Joel Kurtzman

Never

I regard myself as something of an expert
on the arcane art of economic forecasting
and not just because I studied how to build
economic models in graduate school.
And it’s not because I spent a few years banging out forecasts at the United Nations and at think tanks. I’m an expert
because I have made enough forecasting errors and mistakes
to say, without reservation, that the future is unknowable, at
least to me. My track record proves that.
I’m not alone.
Just before the 2008 financial crash, Jeremy Siegel, a respected professor of finance at the Wharton School and a
prolific pontificator about the markets, wrote in Kiplinger
Personal Finance magazine that in 2008 “shares should have
a good year, returning 8 percent to 10 percent.” Instead, the
market fell by 40 percent. He also forecast that “financial
stocks, by far the worst performing in 2007, could well be the
best in 2008.” With the demise of Lehman Brothers and the
bailouts of so many banks, it’s fair to say he missed that call
too. (He also made predictions for the 2008 United States
presidential election. Needless to say, he missed the mark.)
I bring this up only because it’s forecasting time again.
To the forecasters, the world looks like the aftermath of a
barroom brawl in an old John Wayne or Sergio Leone
Western. Tables are broken, chairs are everywhere,
bottles are smashed, and the cowboys lie scattered.
In other words, things are looking up.
To the forecasters, the world is not yet back to normal, a word no one has been able to define in quite
some time. And while it’s not normal, it’s a lot better
than it was.

The consensus seems to be that Europe, which is still
reeling, could fall onto a knee, but that it’s likely to be only
a momentary pause. Asia, aside from Japan, remains beautiful, without any discernable bruises or marks. And yet, some
observers think they detect that Asia may have lost a little
spring in its step. Most other emerging market countries are
expected to continue growing at a relatively brisk pace.
The analysts are also saying the United States is up off the
floor, black and blue, a little bit sore, but still big and strong.
In fact, the word among economists is that the United States,
as in the past, is poised to provide sufficient demand to get
the world growing again.
Such a scenario sounds plausible, and there is an additional piece of good news. According to a report from Mc
Kinsey & Company, the middle class in the emerging-market
countries has grown very large and very strong. It is now responsible for a good deal of demand. A look at consumption
by the middle class in emerging-market countries puts the
total at $7 trillion. Depending on how you count it, and,
believe me, you can count it lots of different ways, that’s an
amount slightly larger than the combined G.D.P.s of Germany,
France and Britain. In fact, consumption by this group is one
of the reasons that the Purchasing Managers Index, in most
of the countries where it is measured, is in positive territory,
which indicates growth.
Forecasting is a delicate art and not for the
faint of heart. But the consensus is broadly positive for the rest of the year, and only more so
going forward.
So, what is my own forecast for the rest of
2012, given my background? As Jeremy Siegel’s
example teaches so well, never put your forecast into print. It’s much more difficult to deny
it once it’s printed on the page. 

Robert Risko

Put a hunch in writing
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